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ABSTRACT 
It is challenging to develop a control algorithm that uses only one sensor to guide an 
autonomous vehicle. Especially for the autonomous control of a tractor-trailer system in a 
row planation for the transportation, loading and unloading of products between plants 
and trees. The objective of this research was to develop a control algorithm with a single 
sensor for an autonomous agricultural vehicle that could identify landmarks in the row-
type plantation environment and navigate a vehicle to a point-to-go target location inside 
the plantation. To enable such a navigation system for the plantation system, a Laser 
Range Finder (LRF) was used as a single sensor to detect objects and navigate a full-size 
autonomous agricultural tractor. The research also presented a control scheme for 
stopping the tractor-trailer for various in-field tasks, such as product loading/unloading. 
The LRF was used to control the tractor equipped with a two-wheeled trailer, and 
landmarks were detected “on-the-go” in real time. The distance of landmarks detected 
was used to calculate the point-to-go of the vehicle. For ease of operation in the narrow 
row, a Sliding Hitching Bar (SHB) was developed to control the trailer by adjusting the 
position of the hitch-point between the tractor and the trailer. A Real – Time Kinematic 
Global Positioning System (RTK GPS) was used to compare the positioning between the 
autonomous control and manual control. The results of this study showed that this control 
system could navigate the autonomous tractor - trailer to follow the paths, and the vehicle 
position differed from the manually driven paths by 0.275 m (SD;0.009 m), 0.373 m (SD; 
0.030 m) and 0.518 m (SD; 0.022 m) for Wide curve, Tight curve and U-turn 
experimental paths, respectively, with directional accuracies of 3.139°, 4.394°, and 
5.217°, respectively, which could be satisfactory for the autonomous operation of tractors 
inside the row of rubber or palm plantations. In all three test courses, the trailer with the 
hitch – point adjustment using SHB was navigated and turned with a wider radius 
compared to the trailer which its hitch – point was fixed. The average RMS differences 
between the trailer's position with and without the hitch-point adjustments were 0.383 m 
(7.66% of the 5 m path width, SD 0.028 m), 0.762 m (15.23% of 5 m path width, SD 
0.010 m) and 1.094 m (21.88% of 5 m path width, SD 0.037 m) for Wide curve, Tight 
curve and U-turn experimental paths, respectively. The control system also stopped the 
tractor-trailer at the specified landmarks. The results of this study show that the 
navigation of the tractor-trailer was demonstrated with satisfactory accuracy. The trailer 
position was controlled by the SHB with a wider turn in the experimental paths. 
Therefore, this laser-based landmark navigation system and the SHB unit can be adopted 
for different applications of autonomous tractor-trailer systems with controlled of trailer 
positioning. 
Keywords:  Laser Range Finder, Autonomous Tractor, Control System, Landmark, 
Landmark Detection Accuracy 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
In the recent years, many researches in the field of robotics have been conducted. Several 
of these researches are accomplished, such as, military, industrial, vehicle, rescue, 
human-like robots received much attention. Definitely, agricultural robots have a wide 
scope and many researchers are contributing to take the leading edge technology at the 
commercial level. 
In agricultural processes, for example, plant production, there are a lot of process has to 
be done, since land preparation, seeding, fertilizing, harvesting, transporting until product 
processing. To accomplish these farm works, agricultural machinery and implements are 
introduced, which agricultural tractor is being used as a main power source. However, 
skilled operator is needed for tractor operation, especially works with other implement, 
for example; coupling implements, in field operation while changing the implements and 
parking. 
Research on developing automatic autonomous machines for row-type plantations such as 
those for palm oil and rubber has attracted significant interest in the last 10 years 
throughout Asia. As the plantations are normally divided into plots that are not arranged 
in regular shapes, travelling from plot to plot is also needed for continuous operation. 
Moreover, as the tree plantations are in rows, the navigation system should navigate the 
vehicle to move along the path, making U-turns at the headland (Figure 1-1). 
However, fieldwork tasks often require the use of additional equipment besides a tractor. 
For example, harvesting requires the tractor to be equipped with a trailer. In the field, the 
tractor and its equipment might have to travel long distances along the plantation in order 
to load the products onto the trailer (Figure 1-2. a). In the meantime, support vehicles 
might remain in stationary locations to unload and transport the products from a loaded 
trailer (Figure 1-2. b). In some situations, the tractor-trailer might also need to travel to 
another plot of land (Figure 1-2. c). 
Therefore, guidance system of agricultural vehicles has been widely investigated in order 
to relieve an operator of continuously making steering adjustment. For more advance, the 
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performance. Laser Range Finder has prominent to overcome the problem of dead-
reckoning and machine vision. Recently, the efficiency of laser range finder has been 
improved. The potential of range of scanning is covered long range for outdoor 
applications, the field view of scanning angle is wide. The capability to work with 
moving robot in outdoor conditions has been implemented, such as strong direct sunlight, 
vibration, shock, moistness, fog, dust and etc. 
1.3 Objectives of the Study 
The goal of this study was to develop an autonomous navigation system for agricultural 
tractor implemented with trailer based on a single laser range finder (LRF). LRF was used 
for navigation system as a sole sensor for navigation control of the tractor - trailer. 
Therefore, the objectives of this research were as follows; 
1. To develop landmark detection system using Laser Range Finder as a base sensor. 
2. To develop autonomous navigation system for agricultural tractor based on 
landmarks detected data. 
3. To develop an autonomous control for trailer posture during travelling with the 
tractor. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Research activities concerning automatic guidance of agricultural vehicles have led to 
various solutions. In fact, the development of autonomous agricultural machines is 
challenging compared with the adoption of robotics in the industrial sectors. For example, 
an industrial robot is automatically controlled manipulator with three or more axes, which 
may be fixed or mobile in the indoor environment. Even the car like robot, the control 
navigation is convenient due to structured environments. However, in case of agricultural 
autonomous agricultural robots, many factors are needed to consider for navigation; 
wheel slip on the soil, field undulation, semi-structured and natural environments where 
many uncertain factors are involved. Thus, the design of sensors for the guidance of the 
agricultural vehicle depends on field status. Researchers and manufacturers emphasize the 
selection of sensors for appropriate guidance of agricultural vehicles. 
In this chapter, the following sections discuss the contributions regarding guidance 
system of agricultural vehicles using, GPS, dead reckoning and inertial sensors, machine 
vision, laser based sensors and multiple sensors data fusion. 
2.1 GPS 
O’ corner, M., et al. (1995), Bell, T. (1999, 2000) have successfully developed a four-
antenna carrier phase GPS system for guiding a John Deere 7800 tractor on prescribed 
straight row courses with headland turns. Four single channel GPS sensors were mounted 
on the cab and the receiver produced attitude measurements at 10 Hz. The closed loop 
heading response was better than 1 and the standard deviation of line tracking was better 
than 2.5 cm. 
Stombaugh, T., et al. (1998) utilized a 5 Hz real-time kinematic GPS for guidance of a 
2WD Case 7720 tractor. In order to eliminate the lag in the system responses in tracking a 
3-m step change in position showed that the lateral position error at 4.5 m/s was within 16 
cm (95% confidence).  
Van Zuydam, R.P. (1999) measure the actual position of the implement using Real Time 
Kinematic DGPS. The calculated error was used to control a correction device that moved 
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the implement to its predetermined path, within a control band of 20 cm, thereby 
providing a steering aid for the driver. Field tests with a full-size tractor that followed a 
winding guide rail with 12 cm lateral undulations, while the implement was 
programmed to cover a straight track, showed an average error of 2 cm, when moving at a 
speed of 5.2 km/h. 
Inoue, K., et al. (1997) developed an autonomous tractor guidance system using DGPS 
and optical fiber gyroscope. A Kalman filter was used in the estimation of the 
instantaneous position. The accuracy of DGPS was 0.15 m and the optical fiber 
gyroscope 0.3°. A rotary tillage performed in the field (100 m x 160 m) at a speed of 1 
m/s. The offset error was within 0.1 m, and that of the U-turn was 0.12 m. 
Nagasaka, Y., et al. (1998) used RTK GPS and an optical fiber gyroscope to guide an 
autonomous rice transplanter. The GPS data has a delay time of 2.8 s in communication; 
compensation for this delay was incorporated in real time position estimation. The GPS 
antenna was mounted on the top of the vehicle, resulting in an error of 0.1 m at a roll 
angle of 3°. The inclination error was also corrected. The steering angle was determined 
according in attitude angle error. The measured and estimated deviation when the rice 
planter traveled 100 m at 0.7 m/s. The oddest error was less than 0.06 m. This error may 
decrease when the steering angle is determined by the attitude angle and offset errors. 
Nagasaka, Y., et al. (2004) continued their research on rice transplanter, by employing a 
real-time kinematic global positioning system (RTK - GPS) for precise positioning (2 cm 
precision at 10 Hz data output rate), fiber optic gyroscope (FOG) sensors for measuring 
direction and maintain vehicle inclination, and actuators to control steering, engine 
throttle, clutch, brake, etc. RTKGPS position data, influenced by vehicle inclination, are 
corrected by the FOG sensor data. FOG sensor drift is corrected by referring to the 
position data. To eliminate the influence of drift, deviation from the desired path, 
calculated from yaw angle and vehicle speed, is first compared with the deviation 
calculated using GPS data. Heading angle drift is then calculated. An experiment was 
conducted two days after flooding the field. A simple proportional steering controller was 
used. Root mean square deviation from the desired straight path after correcting for the 
yaw angle offset was approximately 5.5 cm at a speed of 0.7 m/s. The maximum 
deviation from the desired path is less than 12 cm which does not include the first 2 m 
after starting operation. Transplanting a 10 m × 50 m field was completed in 15 min. The 
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autonomous operation was accurate enough for the rice transplanting. However, enough 
accuracy could not be obtained for spraying or mechanical weeding operations after rice 
transplanting because the vehicle must travel between the crop rows. For this to occur, the 
turn control algorithm and steering controller to obtain more precise operations is needed 
to be improved. 
In the above contribution related with GPS sensors suffered the limitation of signal 
availability due to interference like trees and buildings. In addition, in the indoor 
localization, the GPS sensor does not work. In such situations, substitution of sensor, 
which is reliable for short traveling, could support the GPS for its short failure due to 
interferences. 
2.2 Dead Reckoning and Inertial Sensors 
The dead reckoning sensors are usually reliable for the short traveling where a benchmark 
is not available. The internal state sensors are mainly used to measure and monitor the 
internal state of the vehicle, for example; velocity, acceleration, attitude, current, voltage, 
temperature, pressure, balance etc. Therefore, that static and dynamic state stability can 
be maintained, and potential robot failure can be avoided. 
Hague, T., et al. (2000) summarized that, a common limitation suffers dead reckoning 
sensors. This is not so much a failing of the sensors themselves, but in the method; since 
motion information is integrated to give position, any small bias in the sensor output will 
accumulate and result in positional drift. However, odometers and inertial systems have a 
high bandwidth, and are fairly reliable in the short term. 
Hague, T., et al. (2000) also discussed about odometers that they are a much criticised, 
although widely used, sensor. Vehicle motion is measured by the rotation of one or more 
ground wheels. The attraction of odometry is that is simple and cheap. The disadvantage 
is susceptibility to errors from a variety of sources, including wheel slippage and variation 
in the effective wheel rolling radius and the track width of the wheels. These errors are 
cumulative, giving a rapid loss in positional accuracy. Various measures have been 
devised to reduce, or compensate for, systematic odometric errors in laboratory robot 
vehicles (Borenstein, J., 1996). It is important to realize that the physical processes 
involved in wheel slippage are different for vehicles on a soil surface, where the slip is 
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largely movement in the soil beneath the wheels; thus models of odometric measurement 
for agricultural vehicles need further consideration. 
Barshan and Durrant-Whyte (1995); Goel, P., et al. (1999) also explained that the 
dead-reckoning using odometry is not very robust localization technique for robots that 
cover long distances, and are in continuous operation over extended periods. This 
occurred due to errors in odometry accumulate over time, in accuracies in the kinematic 
model, precision limitations of encoders, unobservable factors like wheel slippages that 
are accounted in the kinematic model. 
These sensors are mostly contact state sensors. The task like perceptions, for example 
weeding and spraying requires non-contact object detection. In such a case, vision-based 
sensor is appropriate for non-contact operations. 
2.3 Machine Vision 
Machine vision is a non-contact relative position and heading sensor with the image 
sensor mounted on the vehicle. Different types of sensor modalities can be selected to 
measure the guidance information. Rapidly increasing performance and decreasing prices 
make the technology also attractive for automatic guidance in agriculture. 
Astrand, B. and Baerveldt, A.J. (1999) developed a robust image processing algorithm 
to detect the position of crop rows. This method was able to adapt to the size of a row 
plants and was not disturbed by the presence of many weeds. A grey scale camera with 
near infrared filter was used to detect plants. A binary image is then extracted through 
thresholding and some morphological operations. Based on the binary image, the 
detection of the rows of the plants in the image follows. Assuming a row of plants can be 
approximated by a line and the weeds as noise which extracted by the Hough 
transformation. 
Søgaard, H.T. and Olsen, H.J. (1999) started a project with the aim of developing a 
method to recognize and determine the position of plant rows in a field and to develop a 
steering system for implements used in the cropping work. The system for row detection 
and position detection is based in a video camera system that obtains color images of the 
field surface. The three color channels of the image from video camera are combined in 
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such a way that an intensity image is obtained where the living plant tissue appears bright 
against a nearly uniform background of soil, stones, and similar. The intensity image is 
segmented into a binary image and treated with specially designed filter. The process 
creates an image where the rows are concentrated towards their centerlines forming of 
long rounded blobs. In order to reduce the computational the blobs are skeletonised. 
Torri, T., et al. (1996) developed an image-processing algorithm for crop. This algorithm 
has been applied to vision guided navigation of a tractor for use in row crop husbandry, 
including mechanical weeding and the precise application of chemicals. For accurate 
vision guidance, image analysis of the crop row field is essential. Discrimination of the 
crop area was performed using color transformation of HIS (hue, saturation and intensity) 
transform. The least square method was used for boundary detection between crop row 
and soil area, and a three dimensional perspective view transformation was used for 
position identification. Results show that the offset error within 0.02 m at a speed of 0.25 
m/s. The attitude angle error was within 0.5°; these values are sufficient for guidance in 
the field. 
Hata, S., et al. (1993) developed a crop row detector equipped with a one-dimensional 
image sensor for use in crop husbandry machinery. The principle was that the crop row 
image was converted, in the hardware, to a one dimensional gray scale level signal, and 
the software estimated the offset and the heading errors. A prototype machine was 
developed based on this method, and tested using field images. The execution time was 
about 40 ms and the accuracy was sufficient for practical use when the camera up to 0.10 
m and the attitude angle not more than 6°. Finally, sensor performance tests were 
conducted on the following of the crop row. 
Gerrish, J.B. and Surbook, T.C. (1984); Gerish, J.B. and Stockman, G.C. (1985) 
investigated the potential of vision based tractor guidance by studying the accuracy that 
could be achieved through automatic guidance, and by evaluating several image 
processing techniques to determine their adaptability. This research led to the 
development of a vision guided lawn tractor (Fehr, B.W. and Gerrish, J.B., 1995), and 
the work was implemented later on a Case 7110 tractor (Gerrish, J.B. et al., 1997). In the 
final system, a standard RGB sensor was used to measure crop vegetation from a position 
to the left of the operators cab over the rear axle at a height of 2.79 m above the ground 
and tilted downward 15° below the horizon. 
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Ollis, M., Stentz, A. (1996) developed a guidance system for a New Holland hay 
windrower using machine vision to sense the edge of the uncut crops. A color camera on 
either side of the vehicle was used to track the edge of cut/uncut vegetation. The guidance 
signal was based on a vertical weighting of the crop edge and a calibration of the steering 
valve with the horizontal displacement of the crop edge in the image. 
Debain, C. et al, (2000) presented a guidance-assistance system for agricultural machines 
based on analysis of the vehicle’s environment by image processing to deduce a control 
law in the image space. Two algorithms of image processing and two control laws are 
presented. It presents some results of crop edge detection and control of the vehicle’s 
trajectory in several conditions. These results show the feasibility of such a project and 
the necessity to know the reliability of the image processing results to secure the viability 
of the complete system. The result satisfies most situations and the precision of the 
system is better than 10 cm. Nevertheless, there are still very difficult situations in which 
it is impossible to correctly guide agricultural vehicles (sun direction at the end of the 
afternoon, shadow of the machine in the image, lack of vegetation). 
Though machine vision is a vast growing technology, it has much limitation. In general, 
the video cameras are of CCD type and can or cannot incorporate stereo vision if 3D or 
2D objects are wanted to be recognized, respectively. These systems are very expensive 
and require a high software computational load. Moreover, in the long-range application, 
machine vision is not suitable due to poor dynamic range and resolutions. Eventually, 
these systems can be fused with other electronic instrumentation signal such as laser 
sensors, which have capability to recognize object in the long range at outdoor 
environments. 
2.4 Laser-based Sensors 
Compare to the machine vision, laser-based sensors have longer range and higher 
resolution. Many works have been contributed for the mobile robots for indoor and 
outdoor localization using landmarks for laser range finder. 
The Arnex Navigation System (1996) used simple passive reflectors as landmark for a 
laser sensor. The laser-optic sensor unit was mounted on an elevated support on board the 
moving vehicle. A rotating narrow disc emitted an eye safe laser light, and the sensor 
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detected the light returned from the reflectors placed along the field boundaries. The laser 
sensor measured the horizontal as well as the vertical angle to the passive reflector. These 
angles were determined in a coordinate system fixed to the vehicle. A number of sensor 
measurements from reflector passage were used for calculating a complete six degrees of 
freedom position. The output data constitute the X, Y and Z position of the vehicle in a 
coordinate system fixed to the earth, in addition the vehicle’s three attitude angles; 
heading, pitch and roll were calculated. The reflectors were shaped as cylinders with an 
effective coverage sector of 180° to recognize the reflectors form the longer distances. 
The navigation reliability depended on the reflectors and the way these were allocated 
around the field. The accuracy depended upon the average distance between the reflectors 
and the vehicle, and the speed of the vehicle. For a vehicle moving of a speed of 2 m/s, 
and having an average distance to the reflectors of 50 m, the absolute position error was 5 
cm in each of the X, Y, Z directions (Holmqvist, 1993). The drawback of the system was 
placement of the reflector. Once, the position of reflector changed then the errors 
occurred in positioning of the vehicle. 
Yukumoto, O., et al. (1995, 1997) reported research related with AP-L1 station with 
automatic tracking of objects. Performance in automatic tracking, position measurement, 
and data communication was adequate at a distance of 500 m. The trace of autonomous 
operation using XNAV at a speed of 0.45 m/s, the tillage work was finished in 2 hr and 
15 min. 
Takigawa, T., et al. (2002) developed a control method for autonomous vehicles for 
steering the vehicle to a given target point. Since four–wheeled vehicles have constraints 
known as non-holonomic constraints, a nonlinear control theory was applied to generate a 
trajectory that would permit a vehicle to run from a starting point to its goal within these 
constraints by tracking it. The method was extended to turns exceeding 90 by deriving a 
trajectory generation method using polar coordinates. The accuracy of the control was 
examined by simulation and field experiments. This accurate trajectory–tracing 
technology can be used to fully automate agricultural operations. Since the proposed 
control algorithm was an open–loop control, disturbances such as wheel slippage caused 
navigation error. To minimize error, feedback terms were added by linearizing the 
vehicle’s kinematic equations around a nominal trajectory generated with the open–loop 
algorithm. 
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Sutiarso, L., et al. (2002) made experiments using method done by Takigawa, T., et al. 
(2002). The laser sensor scans existing reflectors and measures their directions and 
positions. After calibration, the accuracy of distance measurement was around 10 cm. A 
control system that steers an autonomous vehicle following a human–operated tractor was 
also developed. Experiments regarding the application of the laser sensor confirmed that 
an experimental autonomous tractor could follow a leading human–operated tractor 
without collision. However, the autonomous tractor tended to take shortcuts due to 
feedback. Automatic fertilizer refilling experiments were conducted using an autonomous 
vehicle equipped with a broadcast fertilizer distributor. The laser positioning method was 
used to locate the fertilizer supplier. Results of the field experiment showed that the 
trajectory control algorithm proposed in Part I could guide the vehicle with satisfactory 
accuracy for refilling. The main factor contributing to navigation error was the limit of 
the steering angle of the front wheels. 
Wijesoma, W.S., et al. (2004) proposed a novel method based on extended Kalman 
filtering for fast detection and tracking of road curbs using successive range/bearing 
reading obtained from a scanning two-dimensional ladar measurement system. As 
compared with others millimeter wave radar methods reported, the proposed technique is 
simpler and computationally more efficient. Qualitative experimental results were 
presented from the application of the technique to a campus site environment to 
demonstrate the viability, effectiveness, and robustness. For the given configuration the 
minimum height of curb necessary for correct operation was around 25 m. Test results 
showed that spread of leaves and dirt on and around the curbs did not impair the operation 
of the system, as long as patches of curb remain exposed. Heavy rains may cause 
problems, if water drains along the vertical curb surfaces forming a thick water layer, 
resulting in severe specular reflection. Another factor that limits the proposed curb-
tracking technique in its present form is its inability to robustly handle curbs on sharp 
bends while moving fast. It was due to the inadequacy of the fixed linear curb model used 
to predict the occurrence of the curb for effective data association. 
Subramanian, V., et al. (2006) discussed the development of an autonomous guidance 
system for use in a citrus grove. The vehicle used for the study was a common tractor. 
Machine vision and laser radar (ladar) were individually used for guidance and a rotary 
encoder was used to provide feedback on the steering angle. A PID controller was 
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developed to minimize the path error. The vehicle’s guidance accuracy was tested in 
flexible test paths constructed of common hay bales. Path tracking performance was 
observed. The guidance system guided the tractor automatically through straight and 
curved paths. An average error of 2.8 cm using machine vision guidance and an average 
error of 2.5 cm using ladar guidance was observed, when the vehicle was tested in a 
curved path at a speed of 3.1 m/s. The guidance system successfully guided the vehicle in 
a citrus grove alleyway. 
Barawid Jr., O.C., et al. (2007) developed an automatic guidance system capable of 
navigating an autonomous vehicle travelling between tree rows in a real-time application. 
The study focused solely on straight line recognition of the tree rows using a laser scanner 
as a navigation sensor. A 52 kW agricultural tractor was used as the platform on which 
the laser scanner was mounted. A Hough transform was used as the algorithm to 
recognize the tree row. An auto-regression method eliminated the white Gaussian noise in 
the laser scanner data. A calibration method was used to select the offset position of the 
laser scanner and to correct the heading and lateral error evaluation. An appropriate speed 
for tractor was also determined. By obtaining an accuracy of 0.11m lateral error and 1.5 
heading error, it was possible to navigate the robot tractor autonomously between the 
orchard row crops. 
Lee, K and Ehsani, R. (2008) compared two laser scanners, the Sick LMS200 and the 
Hokuyo URG-04LX, for measurement drift over time, the effect of material and color on 
measurement accuracy, and the ability to map different surface patterns. Measurement 
drift over time was studied by determining the distance between the laser scanner sensor 
and a stationary object at different fixed distances and angles. They resulted that the laser 
scanners should be warmed up for the duration of the settling time before recording 
measurement data. From distance measurements to objects of different materials and 
colors, the longest measurements were found with soft objects such as styrofoam and 
sponge; the shortest ones were found with shiny objects such as orange tree leaves, 
transparency film, and a stainless steel plate. The effect of color on distance measurement 
was more sensitive at 45 than at 90; but the effect of measurement distances on distance 
measurement of the different colored objects was minor. The surface shapes of a 
cylindrical pipe, a folded cardboard plate with a square-shaped valley, and a folded 
cardboard plate with a V-shaped valley were well-depicted by the laser scanner. For the 
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object with a V-shaped valley with a true depth of 6.1 cm, the averaged depths measured 
by the LMS200 and URG-04LX were 6.8cm and 3.6 cm, respectively. The larger 
discrepancy in the URG-04LX depth measurement may be caused by the relatively lower 
angular resolution of the URG scanner, compared to that of the LMS scanner. 
Núñez, P. et al. (2008) proposed a geometrical feature detection system which was to be 
used with conventional 2D laser range finders. It consisted of three main modules: data 
acquisition and pre-processing, segmentation and landmark extraction and 
characterization. The novelty of the system was a new approach for laser data 
segmentation based on adaptive curvature estimation. Contrary to other works, this 
approach divided the laser scan into line and curve segments. Then, these items were used 
to directly extract several types of landmarks associated with real and virtual features of 
the environment (corners, center of tree-like objects, line segments and edges). For each 
landmark, characterization provided not only the parameter vector, but also complete 
statistical information, suitable to be used in a localization and mapping algorithm. 
Experimental results showed that the proposed approach is efficient to detect landmarks 
for structured and semi-structured environments. 
Hamner, et al. (2011), Zhang, et al. (2013) developed a laser-based guidance system 
was capable of navigating an autonomous vehicle. The study focused solely on the 
recognition of trees in straight rows using a laser scanner and Hough’s transform for 
lining up the tree rows and generating straight paths in order to navigate the tractor to 
travelling between rows of trees in real time. 
Hiremeth et al., (2014) developed a probabilistic model for navigation of the vehicle in 
maize field using LRF was also developed based on a particle filter. The LRF was 
implemented on a 0.8 x 0.45 x 0.3 m prototype vehicle. The experiments were done in an 
early stage of plant development, 25 – 60 cm height. The research reported that the 
developed model can be applied in a field. 
Kurashiki, K. et al. (2014) develop a navigation system using laser range finder to detect 
the rows of trees combined with the pre-surveyed map to navigate the tractor to travel 
along the orchard. 
Laser Range Finder (SICK LMS-211) was used in author’s laboratory in previous 
researches (Takigawa, T., et al., 2002, Sutiarso, L., et al., 2002, Junyusen, P., et al., 
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2005, Ahamed, T., et al., 2006). The algorithm for landmark detection was based on 
artificial landmarks using reflectors. The reflectors have limitation to while missing in 
course navigation, in addition the range of field view was limited. The LRF had scan 
angle of 100 which was insufficient to cover the angle of view. Therefore, LRF that has 
long range and wide angle of view needs to be considered. On the other hand, the natural 
landmarks navigation system has better opportunity to implement in automation systems. 
Thanpattranon, P. (2010, 2011, 2015) developed a navigation system for tractor – trailer 
system using a laser range finder to detect the obstacle. The objects detected were use as 
landmarks for navigation schemes; the angle of steering wheel and the tractor – trailer’s 
hitch point position control. 
2.5 Sensor Data Fusion 
The principle of sensor fusion is to combine information from various sensing sources 
since no individual sensor suffice for all purposes of vehicle automation. The appropriate 
sensor will depend on the field status at the time of operation. The availability of data of 
multiple sensors provides opportunities to better integrate the data to provide a result 
superior to the individual sensor. 
Noguchi, N. et al. (1998) developed a guidance system by the sensor fusion integration 
with machine vision, RTK-GPS and GDS sensors. An Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and 
statistical method based on a two-dimensional probability density function were adopted 
as fusion integration methodology. To achieve the navigation planner based on sensor 
fusion integration, four types of control strategies were built by changing combination of 
the three kinds of sensors. The developed navigation planner selected from a priority 
scheme of the control strategies using knowledge based-approach. The average lateral 
error of the vehicle guidance based on the fusion of the RTK-GPS and GDS was 8.4 cm. 
The developed sensor fusion methodology with the EKF performed with satisfactory 
precision, given that the lateral error was less than the precision of the RTK-GPS. 
Benson et al. (1998) used GDS and GPS together for vehicle guidance based on dead 
reckoning as simple path planner. The system was tested at slow speeds (1.12 m/s) and 
had an average error of less than 1 cm, which compared favorably to GPS-based guidance. 
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When implementing a 3-m step change in response the sensor fusion system had a 
maximum overshoot of 12%. Under GPS mode, the system experienced a 50% overshoot. 
Backman et al. (2012) report the study of the tractor-trailer control system with towed 
equipment and a hydraulically controlled swing drawbar. The research utilised a control 
algorithm based on multiple sensors. However, a control algorithm used in the research 
collected GPS positioning data beforehand for trajectory control. 
In case of multi-sensor data fusion, the drawback is the computational burden from each 
sensor. Sometimes bad data affects the good data in the navigation process. The fusing 
was done with one major sensor, which gives the absolute positional information on the 
map. If the major sensor fails then sensor data fusion accumulates errors. 
2.6 Concluding Remarks 
Most of the contributions of autonomous research were based on a major sensor, either 
GPS or Machine Vision. GDS or FOG was used for heading of the vehicle. These sensors 
have drift, the data fusion using extended Kalman filter improve the performance. 
Nevertheless, the major sensor, RTK-GPS lost the signal due to interference, like building 
or trees; the positioning tends to accumulate errors. Even in the indoor to the outdoor 
navigation, for example, yard to field or finally field to yard, GPS-based positioning fails 
due to interference of walls and roof. Again, the placement of the implement may vary 
time to time. It is difficult to predict in advance the position of the implement. GPS-based 
position will not give the practical information to localize the implement, and even it does 
not give the orientation of the farm implement. In such a case, laser-based positioning 
method could guide the vehicle to approach the implements in real time operation. In 
addition, LRF could detect the implement on the map and GPS could guide the vehicle to 
the implement position. After completion of fieldwork, the autonomous tractor need to 
park inside the yard, while vehicle near the wall of the yard, GPS loose signals. In such a 
case, dead reckoning sensors could provide the position of the vehicle in shorter distances. 
Thus, the switching of sensors, like GPS to dead reckoning, dead reckoning to LRF, LRF 
to GPS, or even vice versa could ensure the reliability of navigation in different 
operational aspects of agricultural autonomous operation.  
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There are many opportunities to implement laser sensors in autonomous systems due to 
their cost, reliability and advantages compared to other sensors, as it can be used in 
different lighting conditions and under tree canopies. The above research focused on 
straight runs or approaches to target positions using landmarks. The number of landmarks 
was limited, or reflectors were used at the target position. However, for navigation under 
a tree canopy, continuous landmark detection is important for navigating a vehicle. 
In addition, most of the field tasks, the tractor did not operated alone but together with its 
implement. The operation of the tractor-trailer could be simplified by shifting the hitch 
point position, which could provide more flexibility in the control of the tractor-trailer. 
For example, shifting the hitch point to the opposite side of the turning direction of the 
tractor would create a wider turning radius for the trailer (Figure 2.). 
Figure 2. a. Tractor-trailer turning w
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CHAPTER III  
NAVIGATION OF TRACTOR 
The objective of this research was to develop a control algorithm with a single sensor for an 
autonomous agricultural vehicle that could identify landmarks in the row-type plantation 
environment and navigate a vehicle to a point-to-go target location through the plantation. To 
enable such a navigation system for the plantation system, a laser range finder (LRF) was 
used as a single sensor to detect objects and navigate a full-size autonomous agricultural 
tractor. 
3.1 Navigation Control Algorithm 
Control code was developed using C++ language. Graphic User Interface, GUI, was designed 
for the operation mode selection between two modes; Autonomous navigation with data 
logging and Data replaying. 
Buttons on the GUI were used as following; Record button was used to start autonomous 
navigation mode with the data from LRF. Replay button was used for replaying recorded data 
while Steering Set button was used for steering initialize and Board Close button was used to 
close control board and regain manual steering capability (Figure 3–14). 
 
Figure 3-1 Control program GUI using for experiments. 
Autonomous navigation program part consisted of raw data obtaining from LRF, landmark 
extraction, vehicle navigation and data recording. Beside, replaying part consisted of Data 
reading and replaying on screen. 
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The navigation control algorithm was developed with four steps. First, all of the objects 
within the range of the LRF were collected. Initially, the data consisted of different objects 
including landmarks. Second, the objects were categorized into two types: landmarks and 
non-landmark objects. Third, the landmark objects were filtered and considered for tractor 
navigation, and a centroid of an area covered by landmarks was determined as a target to run 
the tractor in the forward direction. Finally, the steering angle was calculated, and the signal 
was sent to the hydraulic actuator to navigate the tractor to the target point. The details of 
each procedure are discussed in sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.5. 
All four steps were conducted continuously until the tractor ran to the end of the path and 
stopped. The tractor was stopped autonomously when landmarks were detected within the 
safety range of 1 m. The control loop of this navigation system required 500–600 
milliseconds for each cycle (Figure 3-2). The screen of navigation was display during the 
whole navigation (Figure 3-3). 
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Figure 3-2 Navigation system using landmarks. 
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Figure 3-3 Landmarks data displaying screen. 
3.1.1 Object Extraction 
In the algorithm, the extracted objects were clustered according to nearest-neighbor distances. 
The object pattern was identified from the LRF data, and the distances of the objects were 
obtained. The SICK LMS551-lite LRF was set at a 190 scanning angle with a 0.25 angular 
resolution. In each scan cycle, 760 data sets were received. 
The data were clustered based on the threshold value (δ) determined from a flat panel (Figure 
3-4). The flat panel was placed at a distance (d) from the LRF with an inclination (θ) to the 
perpendicular axis of the LRF. The distances were recorded as di and di+1 at scan steps i and 
i+1, respectively. The threshold value can be calculated from the difference between two 
adjacent points of an object: 
  = |݀௜ − ݀௜ାଵ| = ቚ݀௜ − ௗ೔ୡ୭ୱ ଴.ଶହ −
ௗ೔ ୲ୟ୬ ଴.ଶହ ୲ୟ୬ 
ୡ୭ୱ ଴.ଶହିୱ୧୬ ଴.ଶହ ୲ୟ୬ ቚ Equation 1 
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Figure 3-4 Geometrical relation between the LRF and the flat panel in the scanning steps of 
the LRF. 
The threshold value between the points of an object was changed due to the measured 
distance from the LRF. The larger the distance to measure, the higher the threshold value that 
was observed (Figure 3-5). 
 
Figure 3-5 Threshold value (δ) at different distances from the LRF at different inclinations 
(θ). 
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The amount of data (n) from scanning the LRF depends on the diameter of the object (D) and 
the distance of the object (d) from the LRF (Figure 3-6). The amount of data (n) can be 
expressed as 
 ݊ ≈ ቂ2 × ݅݊ݐ ቀ ஽ଶௗ ୲ୟ୬ ଴.ଶହቁቃ + 1 Equation 2 
 
Figure 3-6 Scanning profile with the lowest scanning resolution for an object at a given 
distance away. 
Three objects of different sizes (100, 150, and 200 mm) were examined to determine the 
number of data that could be received when the objects were placed at different distances 
from the LRF (Figure 8). 
 
Figure 3-7 Data for different-sized objects at different distances from the LRF. 
The landmarks used in this research were traffic cones of 70 cm height and 40 cm base width. 
Because of the height and the conical shape of the landmarks, the LRF was installed 35 cm 
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above ground level at the front of the tractor. The cone diameter at the level that the LRF 
detected was 16 cm. The number of data (n) for each of the landmarks at a range of 6 m 
should not be less than 5. The detectable diameter of the cone was 16 cm. Therefore, the 
objects with diameters in the range from 12 to 20 cm were considered as landmarks. Each 
object contained parameters of the relative distance to the tractor and size. The flowchart of 
the Object extraction algorithm depicts the data-receiving process from the LRF and 
landmark selection (Figure 3-8). 
 
Figure 3-8 Object extraction algorithm. 
3.1.2 Landmark Selection from Extracted Objects 
After the objects were extracted, some of them were selected as landmarks to be used to 
navigate the tractor. The LRF started by finding the objects that were closest to the tractor 
and gradually found objects that were farther away. The objects were sorted in order of 
ascending distance from the LRF. At the beginning, all of the objects extracted from the LRF 
Obtain distance data from LRF; 
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Group the data; 
Number of sequence data  5  
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data were sorted by distance. If more than four objects were extracted, then the four nearest 
objects were selected as landmarks. When the number of objects was between two and four, 
the system selected all of the objects. This algorithm is referred to as the landmark selection 
algorithm, or as point-to-go (Figure 3-9). 
 
Figure 3-9 Landmark selection algorithm. 
3.1.3 Landmark Selection Filtering 
To improve the efficiency of the control system, it is important to select the appropriate 
landmarks from the other objects in an optimal manner, a very challenging task. During the 
navigation, the system might detect other objects, such as other moving machines or other 
fieldwork operators. To set aside these types of data so as not consider them the calculation 
of point-to-go, a landmark selection-filtering algorithm was added. The unfiltered landmarks 
of the current scan cycle were compared with those of the previous one. Three parameters 
were noted: the relative lateral distance to the LRF, the relative longitudinal distance to the 
LRF, and the landmark radius. For ease of explanation, the unfiltered landmark data were 
projected on a layer, while the landmark data from previous scan cycle were projected on 
another layer. By overlapping these two layers, only the four nearest landmarks that 
overlapped with small differences were selected. Because the appropriate landmarks were 
stationary and the tractor speed was nearly constant, changes in the landmark distance data 
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The algorithm received unfiltered landmark data from the landmarks selection algorithm. The 
Point-to-Go calculation algorithm needs two to four landmarks for calculation. Four array 
slots of data were reserved for the filtered landmarks. Therefore, if the unfiltered landmark 
number was less than four, the landmark data in the empty array slot were all set to zero. If 
the data received were a first set of data, there were no previous landmarks to be compared at 
this state, and then these landmarks were used for the point-to-go calculation without 
filtering. Then, the data were set as previous landmark data, which were used in the next scan 
cycle. In case the system already recorded previous landmark data, the size and distance data 
of each unfiltered landmark were compared with the data of the previous landmarks. During 
this state, only landmarks that have differences in size and distance from the LRF that do not 
exceed threshold values were selected. As the experimental tractor speed was 0.18 m/s and 
the data acquisition rate was 2 Hz, the experimental tractor moved approximately 90 mm 
forward in one cycle of LRF data acquisition. During turning, the experimental tractor 
displacement also depended on the steering speed. The threshold value of the distance 
difference was set to 500 mm. Finally, the filtered landmark data were recorded as previous 
landmarks for the next scan cycle filtering and for the Point-to-Go Calculation algorithm 
(Figure 3-11). 
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Figure 3-11 Landmark Selection Filtering Algorithm. 
3.1.4 Point-to-Go Calculation 
Once the landmarks were selected, a polygon area was created from their positioning 
information (Figure 3-12). Each of the landmarks had a position ሺݔ௜, ݕ௜ሻ  relative to the 
tractor's positionሺݔ଴, ݕ଴ሻ. The polygon area (A) was calculated as 
 ܣ = ଵଶ ∑ ሺݔ௜ݕ௜ାଵ−ݔ௜ାଵݕ௜ሻ௡ିଵ௜ୀ଴  Equation 3 
n = 4 2  n  4 
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Figure 3–144 Test Tractor, Kubota Kingwel KL-21 
3.2.2 Autonomous Controller 
The tractor was equipped with a Keyence KZ-A500 (Keyence, Osaka, Japan), Programmable 
Logic Control, PLC, unit and relay switch as its executive control regulating hydraulic 
actuators. A computer, (Intel Core2Duo 2.93 GHz) was used for controlling and data 
collecting. The installation of PC, PLC and control boards in the experimental tractor was 
shown (Figure 3-115). 
 
Figure 3-115 PC, Autonomous control board and PLC units installed on the test tractor. 
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Control boards (Interface Corporation, Japan) were used for controlling signal 
communications between PC, sensors and hydraulic actuator. Digital Input / Output board; 
PCI-2104C, PCI-2424 and PCI-2503 were used to control PLC and relay switch. Analog 
Input / Output board; PCI-3521 was used to control steering mechanism. Encoder Pulse 
Encounter; PCI-6201E was used to obtain steering angle from linear encoder. The installation 
diagram of control devices was shown (Figure 3-116). 
 
Figure 3-116 Autonomous control board instrumentation diagram. 
3.2.3 Hydraulic Steering Mechanism 
The tractor was equipped with a hydraulic motor as a steering actuator. Figure 3-117 shows 
steering mechanism and interface for analog and digital control. The steering valve was an 
electrohydraulic proportional flow and direction control valve, Nachi ESD-G01-C** 10/20-
12, which controls direction by supplying an input current in to one of the two proportional 
solenoids and controls flow by changing the input current. When autonomous mode of the 
tractor was activated, the steering controller overrode manual steering inputs, but did not 
interfere with the manual steering when the autonomous mode was not activated.  
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Figure 3-119 Laser Range Finder, SICK LMS551-Lite. 
3.2.6 Global Positioning System (GPS) 
Global Positioning System, Trimble MS-750 receiver was used to locate traffic cones and 
tractor position during the experiments. The antenna was implemented on the top of tractor, 
2.2 m from ground surface level. 
The position of each traffic cone was measured by GPS by setting the antenna on ground at 
the same point that traffic cone was placed for 1 minute (at 8 Hz sampling rate). Then the 
entire position data was averaged. 
    
 (a) (b) 
Figure 3-20 GPS used for tractor positioning. 
(a) GPS-Trimble MS-750 receiver (b) Antenna 
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3.3 Navigation using Landmarks 
3.3.1 Experimental Paths 
An autonomous tractor was developed to evaluate the performance of the control system 
before deploying it on a real agricultural field. To focus the performance of the algorithms, 
experiments were performed on artificial paths constructed using traffic cones. The similarity 
of the LRF data obtained from cone scanning was compared with data from a para–rubber 
plantation in Thailand (Figure 3-21). The detection algorithms had the capability to detect 
the para–rubber trunks as well as the cones. The experiments were performed at the 
Agricultural and Forestry Research Center of the University of Tsukuba, Japan. Test paths 
were constructed on a flat concrete plot of 13 m by 30 m. 
 
a.) 
 
b.) 
Figure 3-21 LRF data from a.) the para-rubber plantation and b.) the course constructed 
using traffic cones. 
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3.3.2 Accuracy of the Control System 
The accuracy of the navigation system was evaluated by comparing the positioning of the 
tractor between the autonomous and the farm operator driven methods. The RMS differences 
in the tractor’s position at the x and y-axes were calculated. For all experiments, the tractor 
was driven at a speed of 0.18 m/s. The steering angle () was also observed during the 
experiments to evaluate the performance of the steering control system. 
3.4 Comparison of Path Execution for Manual and Autonomous Runs 
The results indicated that the tractor-trailer could be navigated along the three experimental 
paths without collision and that the navigation system was able to stop the tractor-trailer at 
the specified points on the experimental test course. 
In Wide curve, the path consisted of a straight path with two wide curves, starting with a wide 
right turn, then a short straight run before a wide left turn. The RMS differences in position 
mostly happened at the curve, where the control system tended to drive close to the inner belt 
of the test course (Figure 3-). The navigation was performed smoothly using the point-to-go 
algorithm, and the average RMS difference was 0.264 m (Figure 3-224 a., Table 3-1). 
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  b.) 
  c.) 
Figure 3-23 Comparison of tractor positions when operated autonomously and manually (a. 
Wide curve, b. Tight curve and c. U-turn). 
In Tight curve, there were two curves: the path started with a wide curve to the right and then 
made a near U-turn. The landmarks were recognized continuously while the tractor ran 
autonomously. However, the navigation system also tended to drive the tractor close to the 
inner belt of the test course (Figure 3- b.). The RMS difference in position was higher at the 
starting point of navigation. Once the LRF detected multiple landmarks and the tractor came 
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closer to the centerline of the path, the RMS difference was decreased. The RMS difference 
also increased during the turning period (Figure 3-224 b.). However, the navigation system 
provided satisfactory performance while travelling the complete navigation path. The RMS 
position difference on this course was 0.370 m (Table 3-1). 
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  d.) 
Figure 3-224 RMS difference of tractor position when operated autonomously and manually 
(a. Wide curve, b. Tight curve c. U-turn upper-path and d. U-turn lower path). 
In U-turn, the experiment started on a straight run before making a U-turn to a straight path 
and then making a second U-turn to return to the starting point. The results show that the 
navigation system started to turn faster than the operator, but finished the U-turn slower than 
the operator. This made the tractor run closer to the inner belt at the beginning of the U-turn 
and closer to the outer belt near the finish, compared to the manually operated tractor (Figure 
3- c.). The RMS differences increased when making a U-turn and decreased when returning 
to the straight path (Figure 3-224 c. and Figure 3-224 d.). The average RMS difference in 
this navigation course was 0.542 m (Table 3-1). We observed that the proposed navigation 
system based on the point-to-go calculation using landmarks navigated the tractor with 
satisfactory accuracy. 
Table 3-1 Average RMS difference of the tractor’s position under autonomous control 
compared to operator control. 
Test Course Average RMS position difference, m 
Test Course 1 (Wide Curve) 0.264 
Test Course 2 (Tight Curve) 0.370 
Test Course 3 (Loop Run) 0.542 
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3.5 Performance Evaluation of Steering Angle 
The steering angle was observed during the experiments. The measured values were 
compared with the calculated values (Figure  a-d.). In all the experiments, the measured 
values had satisfactory accuracy. The only high fluctuations in the steering angle occurred 
when the LRF detected new landmarks and calculated the next point-to-go. Once the 
detection was done, the tractor was navigated to the direction of the new point-to-go. Small 
fluctuations in the measured values were observed when the tractor navigated to the detected 
targets on the run. However, once the tractor found the new landmarks, the new steering 
angle was calculated, and then the actuator controlled the steering wheel, resulted in increases 
in the RMS errors (Figure 3- a-d.). The RMS errors of the measured steering angle were 
3.139, 4.394 and 5.217 for the Wide curve, Tight curve and U-turn, respectively (Table 3-
2). 
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  c.) 
  d.) 
Figure 3-25 Tractor's steering angle in experiments (a. Wide curve, b. Tight curve, c. U-turn 
upper-path and d. U-turn lower-path). 
Table 3-2 Average RMS difference of the tractor's steering angle measured under 
autonomous control compared to calculated values. 
Test Course Average RMS position difference, degree 
Test Course 1 (Wide Curve) 3.139 
Test Course 2 (Tight Curve) 4.394 
Test Course 3 (Loop Run) 5.217 
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  a.) 
  b.) 
  c.) 
  d.) 
Figure 3-26 RMS errors of measured steering angle compared to calculated steering angle (a. 
Wide curve, b. Tight curve, c. U-turn upper path and d. U-turn lower path). 
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3.6 Discussion 
The navigation system was capable of working where the GPS signal performed poorly and 
the RTK-fix mode could not be used. Successful navigation was performed on the test 
courses using landmarks. Performing the experiments on a restricted area shows the 
performance of the algorithm in a low-noise condition, which resembles a system with a 
more powerful noise removal algorithm. When the number of landmarks was limited, or no 
landmarks were detected, the navigation system was controlled, and the tractor was stopped. 
In both the initial and final conditions of the tractor`s movement, we observed errors. The 
highest difference in the position of the tractor-trailer navigated autonomously compared with 
that driven by a human operator was 0.542 m on a 5 m width U-turn test course. The higher 
differences occurred at the curve section of the test path, while on a straight section, the RMS 
differences decreased. The RMS position differences seem high from a traditional view of 
theory calculation and experiments following that theory comparison. On the contrary, from 
the standpoint of how well the autonomous vehicle robot worked compared to a human 
being, the RMS differences in position were acceptable, although there are still gaps to be 
improved upon. The RMS differences were also higher from the initial position until the 
tractor was closer to the navigation path. At the end of the travelling course, the error was 
higher due to the detection of fewer landmarks. For this reason, the point-to-go calculation 
was shifted from the middle of the navigation path at the end of the course. However, we 
focused on the entire navigation scheme, which is very important in agricultural operations. 
Under working conditions, the tractor may not need to operate at the beginning or end of 
plant rows. Accuracy is needed during the navigation scheme. The control system calculated 
the first point-to-go from the landmarks at the very beginning of the course and navigated the 
tractor onto the path. In the case of a plantation with rows of trees or plants, the system could 
navigate the tractor with enough accuracy to complete the fieldwork, such as in a rubber 
plantation, a palm oil plantation, or an orchard. The control system could work while 
plowing, fertilizing, or harvesting plants in the rows. The navigation system could also be 
used for travelling between plantation areas, where the paths include not only straight 
sections but also curves or corners. Deploying the navigation systems in plantations, there is a 
chance of missing the landmarks. For example, during travelling between plots, where the 
tree arrangement is not in a regular pattern, the use of artificial landmarks could improve the 
navigation performance. 
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3.7 Conclusions 
A navigation control system was developed for an autonomous tractor using an LRF. The 
positions of the landmarks were recognized, and the tractor was navigated based on point-to-
go calculations. The relative positioning principle was used for determining the steering angle 
while travelling the courses. The experiment was conducted for Wide, Tight, and U-turn 
curves. The control system navigated the tractor on these test courses with accuracies of 
0.264, 0.370, and 0.542 m for the Wide, Tight, and U-turn curves, respectively, and the 
average directional errors were 3.139, 4.394 and 5.217. This positioning accuracy was 
satisfactory on the given paths. Because the goal is achieved with satisfactory accuracy, the 
autonomous navigation system could enable operations in rubber plantations, palm oil 
plantations and travelling between plantations along straight and curve paths, including-U 
turns. Further research will be conducted to develop a tractor-trailer system for loading-
unloading products at the field level. 
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CHAPTER IV 
LANDMARK DETECTION AND TRAILER CONTROL 
The objective of this research was to develop a tractor-trailer navigation system that 
controls the trailer’s position using a sliding hitching bar. More specifically, first to 
evaluate the applicability of point-to-go algorithm in the tractor-trailer navigation system 
for loading and unloading operations through pattern recognition of landmarks. Second, 
develop the control algorithm using SHB for trailer position and hitch point shifting. We 
would like to focus on application of tractor- trailer system using SHB control unit to 
navigate the vehicle autonomously on the experimental paths. In addition, the navigation 
system needed to allow for fieldwork scheduling such as stopping for loading/unloading 
operations of the tractor-trailer system using an LRF and landmarks. Lastly, all of the 
navigation algorithms needed to run in real time without any pre-collection of data. 
4.1 Specifying Landmarks Arrangement Pattern for Loading and Unloading 
The landmark selection was done following the point-to-go calculation, the loading 
operation and the unloading operation. The order of the selected landmarks was indexed 
counter-clockwise from the left side of the LRF. The stopping conditions were as follows: 
i) the distance between the first and second landmark were in the 70 to 150 cm range, ii) 
the distance between the second and third landmark were in the 70 to 150 cm range, iii) the 
distance from the tractor to the first or the fourth landmark along the tractor’s longitudinal 
axis (i.e., the tractor’s heading) was less than 100 cm (Figure 4-1).  
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ܫܥܴ௧௫ =
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Then, the coordinates of Pt (xt, yt) and Ph (xh, yh) were substituted in. The final expression 
for ܫܥܴ௧ ቀܫܥܴ௧௫, ܫܥܴ௧௬ቁ was 
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  Equation 9 
Due to the width of the tractor, the limit of the translatable range was set to 120 cm, 
corresponding to maximum of 60 cm to the left and right, and a limit on the steering angle, 
, was set at 35. The shifted hitch point, Phx, was calculated by the following expression; 
 ௛ܲ௫ = ݇ ∗ ݐܽ݊ Equation 10 
To keep the range of Phx within 60 cm to the left and right while the steering angle range, 
 was within ±35, and k was set to 850. Then, Phx was converted to a voltage from -4.5 to 
4.5 V to control the hydraulic motor. The difference of the current position of the hitch-
point was compared to the calculated hitch-point position to adjust the angular speed of 
hydraulic motor. The farther the actual hitch-point position was from the desired position, 
the higher the angular speed. 
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4.3 Experimental Vehicle Setup 
4.3.1 Experimental Tractor 
A Kubota Kingwel tractor (KL-21, Kubota, Osaka, Japan) was used for the experiments. 
The full-size tractor was modified with an autonomous control unit using a hydraulic 
actuator for steering, shifting gears and braking (Figure 4–5). 
 
Figure 4–5 Test Tractor, Kubota Kingwel KL-21. 
4.3.2 Experimental Implement 
The towed equipment used in this research was a two-wheel trailer that was 130 cm wide 
and 210 cm long (Figure 4-6). 
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The positions of both the tractor and trailer were collected by RTK-GPS to evaluate the 
performance of the navigation system. The position of the tractor and trailer were 
compared with the path of the tractor and trailer manually operated by farm operators. The 
paths collected from the operators were used as references to compare how the system 
navigated the tractor-trailer. 
4.4.2 Evaluation of SHB Control and Landmark Pattern Recognition Algorithms 
The experiments were performed in autonomous navigation mode; the tractor-trailer was 
navigated using the LRF to detected landmarks, calculate the point-to-go and control the 
steering wheel. The SHB unit was implemented at the rear of the tractor. An automatic 
hitch-point adjusting control mode, Hitch(Adjustment) was compared to a fixed hitch-point 
mode, Hitch(Fix). The tractor-trailer system was navigated at a constant speed of 0.18 m/s 
(Figure 4-10). 
 
Figure 4-10. The experimental tractor-trailer on a constructed path resembled to the 
headland-turn in agricultural field works. 
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The tractor’s velocity and traveling time were collected to evaluate the algorithm used to 
recognise landmark patterns. The tractor-trailer was automatically navigated both in Hitch-
Adj and Hitch-Fix mode. The tractor's position was observed in both modes to compare the 
travelling path from both hitching experiments. The performance of the hitch-point 
adjustment algorithm was evaluated by comparing the trailer's position, the angle between 
the tractor and trailer and the distances from ICRt to Pt. 
The experiments were done 12 replications per each experimental path in Autonomous 
mode to collect the position of the tractor and the trailer. Out of the 12 replications: 6 
replications were performed with Adjustment of Hitch (Adjustment) and 6 replications 
were performed without adjustment called fixed control mode using SHB Hitch (Fix). 
Then the tractor-trailer was driven in each experimental paths again manually to get the 
positions to use as references. 
4.5 Performance of Tractor-Trailer Navigation System 
The results indicated that the tractor-trailer could be navigated along the three 
experimental paths without collision and that the navigation system was able to stop the 
tractor-trailer at the specified points on the experimental test course. 
The RMS differences at every 2 m of the traveling paths are shown using the error ellipse, 
the width of ellipse is perpendicular to the travelling path included average RMS value, 
while the length of ellipse show the RMS value of that position. In Wide curve 
experiments, the RMS difference of the tractor position was 0.275 m in average with the 
SD value of 0.009 m. The point where the RMS difference value was high was the turning 
point shown in the error ellipses (Figure 4-11. a).  For Tight curve experiment, the 
curvature of the path was more compared to the curvature in Wide curve path. The average 
RMS difference in Tight curve experiments was 0.373 m with SD value of 0.030 m 
(Figure 4-11. b). The RMS difference in U-turn experiments was 0.518 in average with 
the SD value of 0.022 m (Figure 4-11. c). 
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a.)  
b.) 
c.) 
Figure 4-11. Comparison of tractor positions when operated autonomously and manually 
(a. Wide curve, b. Tight curve and c. U-turn). 
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The trailer positions were also collected all along three experimental paths,, while the hitch 
point was fix at the centre between rear wheels, is termed as Hitch (Fix) experiments. The 
trailer positions in all three experiments paths were in the similar trends to the tractor 
positions. The RMS differences were 0.243, 0.331 and 0.445 m in average with the SD 
value of 0.027, 0.019 and 0.053 m for Wide curve, Tight curve and U-turn experiments, 
respectively (Figure 4-12.). 
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c.)  
Figure 4-12. Comparison of the trailer position implemented with the tractor navigated 
autonomously while the hitch point was fixed at the center position. (a. Wide curve, b. 
Tight curve and c. U-turn). 
The trailer positions towed autonomously with the SHB unit in Hitch (Adjustment) control 
mode were also compared to the manually operated paths. The RMS differences were 
0.275, 0.287 and 0.465 m in average with the SD value of 0.021, 0.008 and 0.031 m for 
Wide curve, Tight curve and U-turn experiments, respectively (Figure 4-13.). 
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b.) 
c.) 
Figure 4-13. Comparison of the trailer position implemented with the tractor navigated 
autonomously while the hitch point was adjusted using SHB (a. Wide curve, b. Tight curve 
and c. U-turn). 
The tractor-trailer system was stopped to enable loading and unloading operations at the 
specified landmark points. Once the tractor-trailer passed the specified landmark, the 
system then navigated towards the ends of the experimental curve path at a velocity of 
0.18 m/s (Figure 4-14. a., b.). In the U-turn, the system was stopped to enable loading and 
unloading twice for the larger fields. The tractor-trailer system then moved forward along 
the experimental path at a speed of 0.18 m/s (Figure 4-14. c.). 
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a.) 
b.) 
c.) 
Figure 4-14. Tractor’s speed in autonomous-drive with autonomous hitch point adjusting 
experiments (a. Wide curve, b. Tight curve and c. U-turn). 
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 a.) 
 b.) 
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 d.) 
Figure 4-16. RMS difference between the trailer’s position operated autonomously with 
and without an SHB control algorithm (a. Wide curve, b. Tight curve c. U-turn upper-path 
and d. U-turn lower-path). 
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4.7 Angle between tractor-trailer 
The results of the angle between the tractor and the trailer () at the hitch point also 
showed the difference in the tractor-trailer with and without the SHB unit. Because  was 
the angle between the longitudinal axis of the tractor and the trailer, a positive value 
indicated that the trailer was directed towards the left side of the tractor’s longitudinal axis 
while a negative value indicated that the trailer was directed towards the right side (Figure 
4-17.). During turns, the magnitudes of the angles between the tractor-trailer with Hitch-
Adj control mode were smaller those from the Hitch-Fix control mode. Moreover, the 
differences were negligible during the straight trajectories. This indicates that the hitch-
point was translated out away from the turning direction, widening the trailer’s turn in the 
curves. 
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 c.) 
 d.) 
Figure 4-17. Angle between the tractor and the trailer 
(a. Wide curve, b. Tight curve c. U-turn - upper path and d. U-turn - lower path). 
The real-time calculation of the steering angle changed when landmarks were detected, 
which in turn changed the position of the hitch-point because it depended on the steering 
angle. The total response of the system was also considered. During the beginning of a 
tight turn or a U-turn, the steering angle was large, which increased speed of the change in 
the hitch-point position and caused the trailer to turn farther from the inside of the curve. 
On the other hand, some of the landmarks were not detected. However, only a very few 
were missed during the experiments and they did not have much of an effect on the 
position of the tractor and trailer. 
4.8 Instantaneous Centre of Radius 
The distance between ICRt and Pt, Rt, was the instantaneous turning radius of the trailer 
measured at the trailer wheels. The results of Rt from the Hitch-Adj and Hitch-Fix 
experiments showed the different behaviour of the trailer during experiments. During the 
straight trajectories, when the tractor-trailer was not navigated to turn, the observed values 
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 d.) 
Figure 4-19. Difference in Rt between Hitch-Adj and Hitch-Fix experiments 
(a. Wide curve, b. Tight curve c. U-turn upper path and d. U-turn lower path). 
 
Figure 4-20. Box-and-Whisker plot of the differences of Rt from Hitch-Adj and Hitch-Fix 
experiments. 
Note: negative value indicates that the Rt from Hitch-Adj experiments < Rt from Hitch-Fix experiments. 
In summary, the presented position of the trailer, the angle between the tractor-trailer and 
the turning radius indicated that the navigation system cause the trailer to be turned farther 
from the inside of the curve. If the position of the trailer was controlled instead of it being 
freely towed, the trailer could be navigated with the tractor with greater efficiency. 
4.9 Discussion 
The navigation system was developed using an LRF as the single sensor. In our previous 
research, landmark detection, filtering of landmarks and navigate the vehicle in three 
different paths with multiple replications were performed (Thanpattranon et al. 2015). 
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Only the tractor was used to navigate the vehicle. This research article is the application 
and implementation of specifying landmarks arrangement pattern for loading and 
unloading using point-to-go algorithm. Furthermore, development of the SHB control and 
landmark pattern-based recognition algorithms for tractor-trailer system. Successful 
navigation was demonstrated on experimental test courses using landmarks and a point-to-
go algorithm. The tractor-trailer system was stopped and started using specified landmarks 
to enable loading and unloading during a given duration of time. To adapt this navigation 
scheme to fieldwork, the artificial landmarks can be set up between the rows of the 
plantation. For the application of the SHB unit, the control system was useful in the 
turning of the trailer, especially when making a tight turn or a U-turn. The SHB unit and 
control algorithm increased the positioning accuracy of the trailer when the tractor was 
being navigated into a curve. In addition, the SHB unit could return the trailer’s hitch-point 
to the centre position so the trailer posture was parallel with the tractor after the U-turn 
faster compared to the trailer towed conventionally. 
The control system calculated the first point-to-go from the landmarks at the very 
beginning of the course and navigated the tractor-trailer onto the trajectory, which could be 
rows of trees or plants inside a plantation field. The system navigated the tractor-trailer 
with sufficient accuracy. All the results show that the navigation system could navigate the 
tractor-trailer on the same path with lower error. The standard deviation of the RMS 
differences in average was about 1-2 cm in Wide curve test path, 2-3 cm in Tight curve test 
path and 5 cm in U-turn test path. 
The landmarks detection and the navigation system were enable to stop the vehicle for 
loading and unloading products inside the field, after which it proceeded forward to 
complete the fieldwork tasks. However, the system required the development of further 
pattern-matching for trees and poles to recognise the types of landmarks that exist in 
plantation fields. 
4.10 Conclusions 
A navigation control system utilizing an LRF was developed for an autonomous tractor 
equipped with a trailer. The positions of the landmarks were recognised, and the tractor-
trailer system was navigated based on point-to-go calculations. The relative positioning 
principal was used for determining the steering angle while travelling the courses. 
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Autonomous adjustment of the hitch-point of the tractor and trailer system was 
implemented in order to improve the maneuverability of the trailer at the turning points. 
An algorithm for recognizing a specified landmark arrangement pattern that can be used to 
stop a tractor-trailer for loading and unloading products in plantation systems with rows 
was enabled. Experiments were conducted for wide, tight, and U-turn curves. The 
performance of the autonomous adjustment of the hitch-point of the tractor-trailer was 
evaluated by comparing the trailer’s position with and without hitch point adjustment. 
Compared to the tractor-trailer driven by the operator, the control system could navigate 
the tractor-trailer with the RMS differences of 0.275 m (SD: 0.009 m), 0.373 m (SD: 0.030 
m) and 0.518 m (SD: 0.022 m) for Wide curve, Tight curve and U-turn test paths 
respectively. These differences indicate that the autonomous adjusting of the tractor-trailer 
system could ensure safe operation during turning and travelling in the narrow rows inside 
a plantation field. In future research, a pattern-matching algorithm for the LRF will be 
developed to discriminate between trees and poles for accurate navigation inside a field. 
Accurate filtering will also provide much more stability for the control of the steering 
angle and hitch-point calculations. The mechanism to control the steering speed and the 
hitch- shifting speed is needed to be developed in order to reduce the time-lag when the 
control signals were transferred. 
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APPENDIX 
C++ Code developed for LRF data acquisition, tractor navigation and SHB control. 
 Control.h 
 LMS551.h 
 Main.cpp 
Control.h
#define TRACTOR 0
#define TRAILER 1
#define CARTESIAN 0
#define POLAR 1
#define ShowVehicleCondition 1
#define FORWARD 1
#define BACKWARD -1
#define LEFT 1
#define RIGHT -1
//#define USE_GYRO_LASER_DEADREC    // remove // when use comment out Gyro, 
Laser, Dead Reconing part
/*************/
/*Mode Select*/
/*************/
int ControlMode=TRACTOR;//TRAILER
int NavMode=POLAR;//CATESIAN
int SimulationMode=1;
/* Error Flag */
bool SteerSafetyFlag=false;
class Control: virtual public Hardware/*,virtual public Gyro,virtual public 
Laser*/
{
  private:
    double yawBuff;
    double PreviousTime,PreviousX,PreviousY;
    double MeasYaw;
    long tyreL,tyreR;
    long tyreLbuff,tyreRbuff;
  public:
    double Dead_xr,Dead_yr,Dead_xh,Dead_yh,Dead_xt,Dead_yt;
    double Laser_xr,Laser_yr,Laser_yaw,Ls,Lo;
    double Laser_xm,Laser_ym,Laser_eta,Laser_neu;
    double Laser_xmBuff,Laser_ymBuff,Laser_etaBuff,Laser_neuBuff;
    double Laser_xh,Laser_yh,Laser_xt,Laser_yt;
 ฑ ◌ ช  ษ  ◌็ ◌ ◌     double xo,yo,yawo;// GlobalToLocalCoord() ‘— B
    double xr,yr,xh,yh,xt,yt;
    long SteerAngle;
    double phi,phio,Trailer_yaw;
    double SteerCal,SteerMeas,SteerSpeed,SteerVolt,SteerCal1; 
 ฦ  อ ด ◌็ ◌ํ ต ข//SteerCal1 SteerCal •
    double TimeSpent,TimeNow,TimeTotal;
    double vr,vt;
    double l,lh,lt;
    double yaw,alpha;//delta;
    long Slide_Counter;
    double Slide_Dist;
    double Slide_Volt;
    double Hitch_Pnt_Lat;        // hitching point position in lateral axis
    const double Hitch_Pnt_Lon;  // hitching point position in lateral axis
    Control();
    /* Sensor Buffer Initialize */
    void TrailerAngleBufferInitialize(void);
    void GyroBufferInitialize(void);
    void LaserBufferInitialize(void);
    /* Driving Vehicle */
    void Gear(int);
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    void Direction(int);
    void Stop();
    /* Steering */
    void SteeringSet();
    void SteeringRead(void);
    void Steering(int);
    /* SlideBar Control */       // Under Construction //
    void SlideBarSet();
    void SlideBarRead(void);
    void SlideBarDrive(void);
    void SlideBarVoltTest(double);
    /* Laser */
    void LaserClose();
    void LaserPositioning(int DIR);
    /* Gyro */
    void GyroMeasureYawAngle(void);
    void GyroClose(void);
    /* GPS */
    /* DeadReckoning */
    void DeadReckoning(int DIR);
    void ResetSpeedCalc();
    void SpeedCalc();
    /* Laser Positioning */
    void LaserGyroBuff(void);
    /* Test */
    void EncCounterCheck(void);
};
Control::Control()
{
    const double Hitch_Pnt_Lon = 940;
    BoardOpen();
    TimerClear();
    /* Encoder Counter Board Initialize */
    CounterInitialize(1,1);
    CounterInitialize(2,1);
    CounterInitialize(3,1);
    CounterInitialize(4,1);
    CounterSet(2);
    CounterSet(3);
    //CounterSet(4);
    /* Sensor Buffer Initialize */
    TrailerAngleBufferInitialize();
#ifdef USE_GYRO_LASER_DEADREC
    GyroBufferInitialize();
    LaserBufferInitialize();
#endif
}
/*************************************/
/*  Functions for Buffer Initialize  */
/*************************************/
void Control::TrailerAngleBufferInitialize()
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{
    phi= AbsEncRead();
}
#ifdef USE_GYRO_LASER_DEADREC
void Control::GyroBufferInitialize()
{
    GyroRead();
    yaw=G_yaw;
    if (yaw>180.0) yawBuff=360.0-yaw;
    else yawBuff=-yaw;
}
void Control::LaserBufferInitialize()
{
    int i,j;
    /*
    j=0;
    do
    {
     i=MeasurePosture(0);
     if (i>0)
     {
      Laser_xmBuff=ym[RefNo-1];
      Laser_ymBuff=xm[RefNo-1];
      Laser_etaBuff=RefOri[RefNo-1];
      ++j;
     }
    } while (j<1);
    */
}
#endif
/***********************************/
/*  Functions for Driving Vehicle  */
/***********************************/
void Control::Gear(int ispeed)
{
    SteerEnable();
    ShiftSelection(ispeed);
}
void Control::Direction(int DIR)
{
    if (DIR==FORWARD){Forward();}
    else if (DIR==BACKWARD)Reverse();
}
void Control::Stop()
{
    DACWrite(0,1);
    ShiftSelection(0);
    Neutral();
    SteerDisable();
}
/****************************/
/*  Functions for Steering  */
/****************************/
void Control::SteeringSet()
{
    int i;
    BYTE Status;
    for (;;)  //waiting time
    {
        Status=Switch();
        //E4->Text=Status;E4->Refresh();
        if(Status==224){CounterSet(1);ShowMessage("Switch OK!!");
        break;}
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        if (GetAsyncKeyState(VK_ESCAPE)) break;
    }
}
void Control::SteeringRead(void)
{
    SteerAngle=CounterRead(1);            // ccw is positive
    if (SteerAngle>8388608L) SteerAngle-=16777216L;
    SteerMeas=-0.00007*SteerAngle*SteerAngle-0.3153*SteerAngle-43.914;
    alpha=SteerMeas*RAD;                  // alpha, radian && SteerMeas, degree
//    if (ControlMode==TRAILER) delta=atan(-lh/l*tan(alpha));
}
void Control::Steering(int DIR)
{
    const int k=10;
    if (SteerMeas>42.0||SteerMeas<-42.0)
    {
        Stop();
        SteerSafetyFlag==True;               // safety
    }
    else
    {
        SteerCal=DIR*SteerCal1*DEG;         // for open-loop -> cal_alpha*DEG;
        if (SteerCal>40.0) SteerCal = 40.0;
        if (SteerCal<-40.0) SteerCal = -40.0;
        SteerSpeed=k*(SteerCal-SteerMeas);
        // this calibration is not good, it would be revised
        if (SteerSpeed>-0.1 && SteerSpeed<0.1) SteerVolt=0.0;
        else if (SteerSpeed<=-0.1 && SteerSpeed>=-8.6)
            SteerVolt=0.1468*SteerSpeed-1.5495;
        else if (SteerSpeed<-8.6)
            
SteerVolt=0.0881*pow(SteerSpeed,3)+2.4746*pow(SteerSpeed,2)+23.527*SteerSpeed+72.
526;
        else if (SteerSpeed>=0.1 && SteerSpeed<=7.2)
            SteerVolt=0.1078*SteerSpeed+2.1083;
        else if (SteerSpeed>7.2)
            
SteerVolt=0.0799*pow(SteerSpeed,3)-2.0074*pow(SteerSpeed,2)+17.01*SteerSpeed-45.3
34;
        if (SteerVolt>4.8) SteerVolt=4.8;
        if (SteerVolt<-4.8) SteerVolt=-4.8;
        DACWrite(0.007+SteerVolt,1);     // send command to hydraulic valve
    }
}
/***************************************/
/*  Functions for Driving Sliding Bar  */    // Under Construction //
/***************************************/
void Control::SlideBarSet()
{
    CounterSet(4);   // set when linear encoder's wire fully draw back
}
void Control::SlideBarRead(void)
{
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    Slide_Counter = CounterRead(4);
    Slide_Dist = 960 - (16777216 - Slide_Counter) / 10;  // center at 960 mm
}
// For driving hitching bar to the specify hitch point(Hitch_Pnt_Lat)
void Control::SlideBarDrive(void)
{
   if(Slide_Dist <= -650 || Slide_Dist >= 650)
   {
      //Stop();
      //SteerSafetyFlag==True;               // safety
      DACWrite(1.01 * 0, 2);
   }
   else
   {
      if(Hitch_Pnt_Lat < -600)
         Hitch_Pnt_Lat = -600;
      if(Hitch_Pnt_Lat > 600)
         Hitch_Pnt_Lat = 600;
      Slide_Volt = 2.2 + pow(Slide_Dist - Hitch_Pnt_Lat, 2) / 240000;
      if(Slide_Dist > Hitch_Pnt_Lat)      // drive slide bar to the left
         Slide_Volt = -1 * Slide_Volt;
      else if(Slide_Dist < Hitch_Pnt_Lat) // drive slide bat to the right
         Slide_Volt = Slide_Volt;
      else
         Slide_Volt = 0;
      if(Slide_Volt > 4)
         Slide_Volt = 4;
      if(Slide_Volt < -4)
         Slide_Volt = -4;
      DACWrite(1.01 * Slide_Volt, 2);
   }
}
// For control voltage given to solenoid valve directly
void Control::SlideBarVoltTest(double SlideBarVolt)
{
   DACWrite(1.01 * SlideBarVolt, 2); 
}
#ifdef USE_GYRO_LASER_DEADREC
/********************************/
/*  Functions for Laser Sensor  */
/********************************/
void Control::LaserClose(void)
{
    LaserReadStop();
    //LaserWait(10);
    LaserCloseComPort();
}
/*******************************/
/*  Functions for Gyro Sensor  */
/*******************************/
void Control::GyroMeasureYawAngle(void)
{
        GyroRead();
        MeasYaw=G_yaw;
        if (MeasYaw>180.0) MeasYaw=360.0-MeasYaw;
        else MeasYaw=-MeasYaw;
        yaw=(MeasYaw-yawBuff)*RAD;
}
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void Control::GyroClose(void)
{
        GyroCloseComPort();
}
/******************************/
/*  Functions for GPS Sensor  */
/******************************/
#endif
/*********************************/
/*  Functions for DeadReckoning  */
/*********************************/
void Control::DeadReckoning(int DIR)
{
    double DisXR,DisYR,DisXL,DisYL;
    double DisX,DisY;
#ifdef USE_GYRO_LASER_DEADREC
    GyroRead();
    MeasYaw=G_yaw;       // gyro
    if (MeasYaw>180.0) MeasYaw=360.0-MeasYaw;
    else MeasYaw=-MeasYaw;
    yaw=(MeasYaw-yawBuff)*RAD; // radian
#endif
    tyreL=CounterRead(2);
    if (tyreL>8388608L) tyreL-=16777216L;
    DisXL=DIR*(tyreL-tyreLbuff)/9973.44*cos(yaw); /**/
    DisYL=DIR*(tyreL-tyreLbuff)/9973.44*sin(yaw); /**/
    tyreLbuff=tyreL;
    tyreR=CounterRead(3);
    if (tyreR>8388608L) tyreR-=16777216L;
    DisXR=-DIR*(tyreR-tyreRbuff)/5045.28*cos(yaw);  /**/
    DisYR=-DIR*(tyreR-tyreRbuff)/5045.28*sin(yaw);  /**/
    tyreRbuff=tyreR;
    /* Following data should be public. */
    if (ControlMode==TRACTOR)
    {
        //yaw=yaw;
        Dead_xr+=(DisXR+DisXL)/2;
        Dead_yr+=(DisYR+DisYL)/2;
        //Dead_xh=Dead_xr+DIR*lh*cos(yaw+M_PI); /**/
        //Dead_yh=Dead_yr+DIR*lh*sin(yaw+M_PI); /**/
    }
    else if (ControlMode==TRAILER)
    {
        phi=AbsEncRead();
        Trailer_yaw=phi+yaw;
        Dead_xr+=(DisXR+DisXL)/2;
        Dead_yr+=(DisYR+DisYL)/2;
        Dead_xh=Dead_xr+DIR*lh*cos(yaw+M_PI); /**/
        Dead_yh=Dead_yr+DIR*lh*sin(yaw+M_PI); /**/
        Dead_xt=Dead_xh+DIR*lt*cos(Trailer_yaw+M_PI); /**/
        Dead_yt=Dead_yh+DIR*lt*sin(Trailer_yaw+M_PI); /**/
 ๚  ๐  ษ โ ณ        // ’l 0 •
 อ ๚        Dead_xt=Dead_xt-DIR*lh*cos(0+M_PI)-DIR*lt*cos(0+M_PI);//0 ’l
        Dead_yt=Dead_yt-DIR*lh*sin(0+M_PI)-DIR*lt*sin(0+M_PI);
        xt=Dead_xt;
        yt=Dead_yt;
    }
    //fprintf(DataLogDead,"%ld,%lf,%lf\n",TimerRead(),Dead_xr,Dead_yr);
    if (Dead_xr>=0)
        {
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         xr=Dead_xr;
         yr=Dead_yr;
        }
}
void Control::ResetSpeedCalc()
{
    vt=0.0;
    vr=0.0;
    PreviousTime=TimerRead();
    PreviousX=0.0;
    PreviousY=0.0;
}
void Control::SpeedCalc()
{
    double DisX,DisY;
    if (ControlMode==TRACTOR)
    {
        DisX=xr-PreviousX;
        DisY=yr-PreviousY;
        PreviousX=xr;
        PreviousY=yr;
    }
    else if (ControlMode==TRAILER)
    {
        DisX=xt-PreviousX;
        DisY=yt-PreviousY;
        PreviousX=xt;
        PreviousY=yt;
    }
    TimeNow=TimerRead();
    TimeSpent=(TimeNow-PreviousTime)/1000000;  // second
    TimeTotal+=TimeSpent;
    PreviousTime=TimeNow;
    if (ControlMode==TRACTOR)  vr=sqrt(DisX*DisX+DisY*DisY)/TimeSpent;
    else vt=sqrt(DisX*DisX+DisY*DisY)/TimeSpent;
}
#ifdef USE_GYRO_LASER_DEADREC
/*******************************/
/*  Functions for Laser Positioning  */
/*******************************/
void Control::LaserGyroBuff(void)
{
        int k;
        double length0,length1;
        k=0;
        GyroMeasureYawAngle();
        k=MeasurePosture(0);
        //if Reflector number is only 1
        if (k==1)
        {
                Laser_xmBuff=ym[RefNo-1];
                Laser_ymBuff=xm[RefNo-1];
                Laser_etaBuff=RefOri[RefNo-1];
                Laser_neuBuff=RefInc[RefNo-1];
                
fprintf(DataLog,"TimerRead(),Gyro_yaw,Laser_xmBuff,Laser_ymBuff,Laser_etaBuff,Las
er_neuBuff\n");
                
fprintf(DataLog,"%ld,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf\n",TimerRead(),G_yaw,Laser_xmBuff,Laser_
ymBuff,Laser_etaBuff,Laser_neuBuff);
        }
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        /* Position Calibration */
        length0=0.30;
        length1=sqrt(SQR(Laser_xmBuff)+SQR(Laser_ymBuff));
        GyroMeasureYawAngle();
        /* Origin of coordinate is defined at the center of rear wheel*/
        /* xo,yo are the position of the reflector from the center of rear wheel 
*/
        /* yaw is the angle measured by reftector */
 ศ ต ฬ  ฬ ฝ ฿ พ ฏ        //yaw=0;//gyro test
        xo=length0*cos(yaw)+length1*cos(Laser_etaBuff+yaw);
        yo=length0*sin(yaw)+length1*sin(Laser_etaBuff+yaw);
        yawo=(-Laser_neuBuff)*DEG;
        if(ControlMode==TRAILER)
        {
                phio=AbsEncRead();
        }
        fprintf(DataLog,"k,xo,yo,yaw,yawo,Buffer finished\n");
        fprintf(DataLog,"%d,%lf,%lf,%lf,%lf\n",k,xo,yo,yaw,yawo);
}
void Control::LaserPositioning(int DIR)
{
        int i;
        GyroMeasureYawAngle();
        i=MeasurePosture(0);
        /* if refrector number is only 1 */
        if (i==1)
        {
                if (DIR==FORWARD)
                {
                        Laser_xm=ym[RefNo-1];
                        Laser_ym=xm[RefNo-1];
                        Laser_eta=RefOri[RefNo-1];
                        Laser_neu=RefInc[RefNo-1];
                }
                else if (DIR==BACKWARD)
                {
                        Laser_xm=ym[RefNo-1];
                        Laser_ym=xm[RefNo-1];
                        Laser_eta=RefOri[RefNo-1];
                        Laser_neu=RefInc[RefNo-1];
                }
                Ls=sqrt(SQR(Laser_xm)+SQR(Laser_ym));
                Lo=0.30;
                Laser_xr=xo+Ls*cos(Laser_eta+M_PI+yaw)+Lo*cos(M_PI+yaw);
                Laser_yr=yo+Ls*sin(Laser_eta+M_PI+yaw)+Lo*sin(M_PI+yaw);
                
fprintf(DataLog,"TimerRead(),xr,yr,yaw,Laser_xm,Laser_ym,Laser_eta,Laser_neu,Lase
r_xr,Laser_yr,xo,yo");
                fprintf(DataLog,"%ld,%lf     %lf     %lf     %lf     %lf     %lf 
  %lf      %lf     %lf     %lf     %lf\n",
                        
TimerRead(),xr,yr,yaw,Laser_xm,Laser_ym,Laser_eta,Laser_neu,Laser_xr,Laser_yr,xo,
yo);
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        }
        if(ControlMode==TRAILER)
        {
                phi=AbsEncRead();
 ฉ ◌็ ฬ ฃ ศ ฬ ล+- ช  ษ ศ ◌ */                /* Laser —— t
                /* hicting point */
                Laser_xh=Laser_xr+DIR*lh*cos(yaw);
                Laser_xh=Laser_yr+DIR*lh*sin(yaw);
                /* trailer's rear wheel */
                Laser_xt=Laser_xh+DIR*lt*cos(yaw+phi);
                Laser_yt=Laser_yh+DIR*lt*sin(yaw+phi);
                Trailer_yaw=yaw+phi-phio;
        }
        if (Laser_xr>=0)
        {
                xr=Laser_xr;
                yr=Laser_yr;
        }
        if (Laser_xt>=0)
        {
                xt=Laser_xt;
                yt=Laser_yt;
        }
}
#endif
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//---------------------------------------------------------------------------
struct LMS_Dist_Data
{
    int dist;
};
struct LMS_RSSI_Data
{
    int rssi;
};
enum
{
    Timeout = 400,
    LineLength = 10240,/* 16 + 64 + 1 + 1,*/
};
typedef struct
{
    enum
    {
    };
    int scan_freq;
    double scan_angular_res;
    int scanangle_first;
    int scanangle_last;
    int scanstep_total;
    int scanstep_first;
    int scanstep_front;
    int scanstep_last;
}LMS_state_t;
class Laser:virtual public SerialCom
{
    protected:
    unsigned int j;
    long num;
    int LaserComPort;           // use LaserComPort = X instead of "COMX"
    int LaserComSpeed;          // 57600, 115200
    public:
    Laser();
    bool LaserCloseComPort(void);
    bool LaserOpenComPort();
    int com_recv(char*, int, int);
    int LMS_SendTag(const char*);
    int LMS_ReadLine(char*);
    int LMS_Login();
    int LMS_Logout();
    int LMS_SetScanFreq_AngRes(double, double);
    int LMS_SetScanOutput();        //  nothing change (somehow message structure
is not clear)
    int LMS_StartMeas();
    int LMS_QueryStatus();
    void LMS_ReadState(LMS_state_t*);
    void LMS_SingleRead(LMS_state_t*, LMS_Dist_Data*, LMS_RSSI_Data*);
};
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{
    LaserComPort = 7;
    LaserComSpeed = 115200;
}
bool Laser::LaserOpenComPort()
{
    int CSpeed;
    if (hSerial[LaserComPort-1]!=NULL) LaserCloseComPort();
    switch (LaserComSpeed)
    {
    case 57600:     CSpeed=57600 ; break;
    case 115200:    CSpeed=115200; break;
    }
    Comconfig[LaserComPort-1].BaudRate =CSpeed;
    Comconfig[LaserComPort-1].fParity  =false;
    Comconfig[LaserComPort-1].Parity   =NOPARITY;
    Comconfig[LaserComPort-1].ByteSize =8;
    Comconfig[LaserComPort-1].StopBits =ONESTOPBIT;
    return SerialOpenPort(LaserComPort);
}
bool Laser::LaserCloseComPort(void)
{
    bool result;
    
    result=true;
    if (hSerial[LaserComPort-1]!=NULL)
    result=SerialClosePort(LaserComPort);
    return result;
}
// for sending command to LMS551 in pattern <STX> Command <ETX>
int Laser::LMS_SendTag(const char* tag)
{
    char send_message[LineLength];
    sprintf(send_message, "\002%s\003", tag);
    int send_size = strlen(send_message);
    SerialWriteStrings(LaserComPort, send_size, send_message);
    return send_size;
}
// for recieving answer message from LMS551 (using with LMS_Readline)
// this one is used instead of SerialReadStrings in Serial.h
int Laser::com_recv(char* data, int max_size, int timeout)
{
    int filled = 0;
    int readable_size = 0;
    do
    {
        DWORD dwErrors;
        COMSTAT ComStat;
        ClearCommError(hSerial[LaserComPort-1], &dwErrors, &ComStat);
        readable_size = (int)ComStat.cbInQue;
        int read_n = (readable_size > max_size) ? max_size : readable_size;
        DWORD n;
        ReadFile(hSerial[LaserComPort-1], &data[filled], read_n, &n, NULL);
        filled += n;
        readable_size -= n;
        if(filled >= max_size)
        {
            return filled;
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        }
    }while(readable_size > 0);
    if(timeout > 0)
    {
        COMMTIMEOUTS pcto;
        GetCommTimeouts(hSerial[LaserComPort-1], &pcto);
        pcto.ReadIntervalTimeout = 0;
        pcto.ReadTotalTimeoutMultiplier = 0;
        pcto.ReadTotalTimeoutConstant = timeout;
        SetCommTimeouts(hSerial[LaserComPort-1], &pcto);
        DWORD n;
        while(1)
        {
            ReadFile(hSerial[LaserComPort-1], &data[filled], 1, &n, NULL);
            if(n < 1)
            {
                return filled;
            }
            filled += n;
            if(filled >= max_size)
            {
                return filled;
            }
        }
    }
    return filled;
}
// request answer from LMS
int Laser::LMS_ReadLine(char *buffer)
{
    int i;
    for(i = 0; i < LineLength - 1; ++i)
    {
        char recv_ch;
        int n = com_recv(&recv_ch, 1, Timeout);
        if(n <= 0)
        {
            if(i==0)
            {
                return -1;
            }
            break;
        }
        if((recv_ch == '\r') || (recv_ch == '\x03'))
        {
            break;
        }
        buffer[i] = recv_ch;
    }
    buffer[i] = '\0';
    return i;
}
// Following part are code for sending command to LMS
// Login to LMS as Authorised user level
int Laser::LMS_Login()
{
    char send_message[LineLength];
    sprintf(send_message, "sMN SetAccessMode 03 F4724744");
    LMS_SendTag(send_message);
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}
// Logout device and return to measurement mode
int Laser::LMS_Logout()
{
    char send_message[LineLength];
    sprintf(send_message, "sMN Run");
    LMS_SendTag(send_message);
    return 0;
}
// Configure scanning frequency, angular resolution
int Laser::LMS_SetScanFreq_AngRes(double frequency, double angular_res)
{
    frequency = frequency * 100;
    angular_res = angular_res * 10000;
    //in LMS551 Lite model the combination of frequency and angular are fixed
    switch((int)frequency)
    {
        case 2500 :   angular_res = 2500; break;
        case 3500 :   angular_res = 5000;  break;
        case 5000 :   angular_res = 5000;  break;
        case 7500 :   angular_res = 10000;    break;
        default :
            switch((int)angular_res)
            {
                case 2500   : frequency = 2500; break;
                case 5000   : frequency = 5000; break;
                case 10000  : frequency = 7500; break;
                default     : frequency = 2500; angular_res = 2500; break;
            }break;
    }
    char send_message[LineLength];
    sprintf(send_message, "sMN mLMPsetscancfg +%d +1 +%d 0 0",
                                    (int)frequency, (int)angular_res);
    LMS_SendTag(send_message);
    return 0;
}
// Configure scanning output; RSSI:On/Off, Channel_Active, Output interval
int Laser::LMS_SetScanOutput()
{
    char send_message[LineLength];
    sprintf(send_message, "sWN LMDscandatacfg 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 +1");
    LMS_SendTag(send_message);
    return 0;
}
// Start measuring
int Laser::LMS_StartMeas()
{
    char send_message[LineLength];
    sprintf(send_message, "sMN LMCstartmeas");
    LMS_SendTag(send_message);
    return 0;
}
// Query status of LMS; status must be 7 for measurement
int Laser::LMS_QueryStatus()
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{
    char send_message[LineLength];
    sprintf(send_message, "sRN STlms");
    LMS_SendTag(send_message);
    char recv_message[LineLength];
    LMS_ReadLine(recv_message);
    int i = 0;
    int query_stat = 0;
    do
    {
        char* pch;  // pointer for pointing first answer in whole answer message
        pch = strstr(recv_message, "STlms ") + strlen("STlms ");
        query_stat = strtol(pch, &pch, 16);
    }while (query_stat != 7);
    return query_stat;
}
// Send command for reading frequency, angular resolution, start and stop angle
void Laser::LMS_ReadState(LMS_state_t* state)
{
    char send_message[LineLength];
    sprintf(send_message, "sRN LMPscancfg");
    LMS_SendTag(send_message);
    char recv_message[LineLength];
    LMS_ReadLine(recv_message);
    int reserved;
    char* pch;  // pointer for pointing first answer in whole answer message
    pch = strstr(recv_message, "cfg ") + strlen("cfg ");
    state->scan_freq        = strtol(pch, &pch, 16) / 100;
    reserved                = strtol(pch, &pch, 16);
    state->scan_angular_res = (double)strtol(pch, &pch, 16) / 10000;
    state->scanangle_first  = (int)strtoul(pch, &pch, 16) / 10000;
    state->scanangle_last   = strtoul(pch, NULL, 16) / 10000;
    state->scanstep_total   = (state->scanangle_last - state->scanangle_first)
                                / state->scan_angular_res + 1;
    state->scanstep_first   = 0;
    state->scanstep_front   = state->scanstep_total / 2 + 1;
    state->scanstep_last    = state->scanstep_total;
}
// Send command for reading single set of scan data;
void Laser::LMS_SingleRead(LMS_state_t *state, LMS_Dist_Data dist[], 
LMS_RSSI_Data rssi[])
{
    char send_message[LineLength];
    sprintf(send_message, "sRN LMDscandata");
    LMS_SendTag(send_message);
    char recv_message[LineLength];
    LMS_ReadLine(recv_message);
    char* pch;  // pointer for pointing first answer in whole answer message
    pch = strstr(recv_message, "DIST1") + strlen("DIST1");
    // conversion rule is not clear, but "40000000" means distance data must 
multiply by 2
    int dist_multiplier;
    if(strtoul(pch, &pch, 10) == 40000000) dist_multiplier = 2;
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    int reserved        = strtoul(pch, &pch, 16);
    int scanangle_first = (int)strtoul(pch, &pch, 16) / 10000;
    int scan_freq       = strtoul(pch, &pch, 16) / 100;
    int scanstep_total  = strtoul(pch, &pch, 16);
    // compare value between ReadState and SingleRead
    if(state->scanangle_first == scanangle_first);
    else state->scanangle_first = scanangle_first;
    if(state->scan_freq == scan_freq);
    else state->scan_freq = scan_freq;
    if(state->scanstep_total == scanstep_total);
    else state->scanstep_total = scanstep_total;
    for(int i = 0; i < state->scanstep_total; i++)
    {
        dist[i].dist = dist_multiplier * strtoul(pch, &pch, 16);
    }
    // set pointer for RSSI value
    pch = strstr(recv_message, "RSSI1") + strlen("RSSI1");
    // these 5 decoded value is same as decoded above (scan_freq and so on)
    for(int i = 1; i <= 5; i++)
        reserved = strtoul(pch, &pch, 16);
    for(int i = 0; i < state->scanstep_total; i++)
    {
        rssi[i].rssi = strtoul(pch, &pch, 16);
    }
}
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//---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#pragma hdrstop
#define _USE_MATH_DEFINES
//#define NOT_USE_PREV_LNDMRKS
#define USE_PREV_LNDMRKS
#define DEBUG                 //comment out on field test
//#define USE_CONTROL_BY_LRF    //for Autonomous Control using Laser Range Finder
mode
//#define COLLECT_GYRO_DATA
//#define COLLECT_GPS_DATA
#define READ_STR_DATA         //for rendering front wheel in replay mode (No 
str_Data)
#define READ_TRACTRAILANGLE_DATA //for rendering trailer in replay mode (No 
Trailer_Data)
#include <Windows.h>
#include <vcl.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "lib.h"
#include <string.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <time.h>
#include "main.h"
#include "Serial.h"
#include "Hardware.h"
//#include "Laser.h"
#include "LMS551.h"
#include "Gyro.h"
#include "GPS.h"
#include "Control.h"
const double SCALE = 0.06;             // resolution 2 decimal x.xx
const double HUNDRED_MM = 100.0 * SCALE;
const int WIDTH = 1024;
const int HEIGHT = 768;
const int WCENTER = WIDTH / 2;         // Center of Origin
const int HCENTER = HEIGHT * 5 / 10;
const int DCENTER = sqrt(HCENTER * HCENTER + WCENTER * WCENTER);  // Distance 
from origin to corner
const double radian_k = M_PI / 180.0;
const int Ignore_Step = 20;            // set ignore step for object detection; 
0.25 degree/step
const int Diff_Step_Raw = 70;          // Acceptable difference of the distance 
data of continuous data
const int min_Object_Radius = 50;      // minimum size of Object detected
const int max_Object_Radius = 120;     // maximum size of Object detected
static int Prev_Now_Diff = 300;        // Acceptable Prev_LndMrk and Now_LndMrk 
distance
static int Prev_Now_Rad = 100;         // Acceptable Prev_LndMrk and Now_LndMrk 
radius
static double Prev_Now_k = 2.0;
const int SafetyZone = 1000;           // safety zone to stop tractor,mm
const int OffsetRange = 50;            // offset range for steering control,mm
const int FwdGear = 1;                 // Forward Gear
const double SteerLimit = 35 * radian_k;
const int Sort_By_CenterDistance = 1;  // for Object_sort by CenterDistance
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const int Sort_By_CenterX = 2;         // for Object_sort by CenterX
const int Sort_By_StartDegree = 3;     // for Object_sort by StartDegree
const int Max_LndMrk = 4;
int mode;                              // Select mode; 0 = Record, 2 = Replay
int init_flag = 0;      // Set flag for initial data recording and replaying
int Start_Rec_Time = 0, Rec_Time = 0;
int Start_Step, End_Step, Total_Step;  // Set state.scanstep_first, 
state.scanstep_last
double Scan_Res;                       // Set scan resolution
int eof_flag = 0;                      // Set flag for end-of-file
int mem_release_flag =0;
double timeP;                          // recording time of previous data
int Prev_Compare_flag = 0;       // flag for comparing landmark with previous 
landmark
int Stop_Pattern_flag = 0;       // flag for checking tractor is stopped from 
stop pattern
int Stop_Threshold = 1000;       // distance between landmarks those will stop 
tractor for a while
double kmin = 0.5;               // constant for adjusting any threshold range
double kmax = 1.5;
int Real_PointToGoDist; // for Tractor Control by LRF
int NeutralCount = 0;   // counting time index that tractor stop due to obstacle 
within safty range
int NeutralDefault = 20;
FILE* fpDist;           // file pointer for LRF data record & replay
FILE* fpLndMrk;         // file pointer for Landmark
FILE* fpRSSI;           // file pointer for RSSI Data
FILE* fpGyro;           // file pointer for Gyro data
FILE* fpGPS;            // file pointer for GPS data
FILE* fpStr;            // file pointer for Steering Input, Steering angle
FILE* fpTrailer;        // file pointer for , Angle between Tractor - trailer
LMS_state_t state;
Laser LMS551;
#ifndef DEBUG
Control TractorControl;
#endif
#ifdef COLLECT_GYRO_DATA
Gyro GyroData;
#endif
#ifdef COLLECT_GPS_DATA
GPS GPSData;
#endif
struct Object
{
 int Object_StartStep;
 int Object_StartDistance;
 int Object_EndStep;
 int Object_EndDistance;
 double GetStartDegree()
 {
  return ((double)Object_StartStep * Scan_Res + 175)* radian_k;
 }
 double GetEndDegree()
 {
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  return ((double)Object_EndStep * Scan_Res + 175)* radian_k;
 }
 int GetStartX()
 {
  return (-1 * (double)Object_StartDistance * 
cos(GetStartDegree()));
 }
 int GetEndX()
 {
  return (-1 * (double)Object_EndDistance * cos(GetEndDegree()));
 }
 int GetStartY()
 {
  return ((double)Object_StartDistance * sin(GetStartDegree()));
 }
    int GetEndY()
 {
  return ((double)Object_EndDistance * sin(GetEndDegree()));
 }
 int GetCenterX()
 {
  // calculate from end and start.
      int CenterX = (GetStartX() + GetEndX()) / 2;
  return CenterX;
 }
 int GetCenterY()
 {
  // calculate from end and start.
      int CenterY = (GetStartY() + GetEndY()) / 2;
  return CenterY;
 }
 int GetCenterDistance()
 {
  int CenterDistance = (Object_StartDistance + Object_EndDistance) 
/ 2;
  return CenterDistance;
 }
    int GetRadius()
 {
      double DifferenceX = GetStartX() - GetEndX();
      double DifferenceY = GetStartY() - GetEndY();
  int ObjRadius = (int)sqrt(pow(DifferenceX, 2) + pow(DifferenceY, 
2)) / 2;
  return ObjRadius;
 }
};
struct Object_Param
{
   int CenterX;
   int CenterY;
   int CenterDistance;
   double StartDegree;
   int Radius;
};
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int FindObjects(int data[],int Start_Step, int End_Step, Object* objects, const 
int ObjectMaxNum)
{
 bool sequential_flag = false;
 int sequential_length = 0;
 Object now_object;
 int object_number = 0;
 for(int i = Start_Step ; i < End_Step; i++)
 {
      // Checking the data those are closed together -> Object
      if(data[i] != 0 && data[i] > 500 && abs(data[i] - data[i+1]) < 
Diff_Step_Raw)
      // cond. data[i] > 500 to ignore laser stand detection, error data
  {
   if(sequential_flag == false)    // for first data of 
Object
   {
    // start sequential area
    now_object.Object_StartStep = i;
    now_object.Object_StartDistance = data[i];
    sequential_flag = true;
            sequential_length+=2;
    continue;
   }
   sequential_length++;            // if continuing data
  }
  else
  {
   // this scope is not sequential
   if(sequential_flag == true)
   {
    // sequential area is short -> not object
    if(sequential_length >= 5 &&
                    abs(data[i] - data[i+1]) > Diff_Step_Raw)
    {
     // end sequential area
     now_object.Object_EndStep = i;
     now_object.Object_EndDistance = data[i];
               // Filter object's size to be detected by set object.GetRadius() 
Value
               if(now_object.GetRadius() > min_Object_Radius && 
now_object.GetRadius() < max_Object_Radius)
               {
                  // add object
                  objects[object_number] = now_object;
                  object_number++;
               }
     // array is FULL
     if(object_number > ObjectMaxNum - 1)
     {
      break;
     }
    }
   }
   sequential_flag = false;
   sequential_length = 0;
  }
 }
 return object_number;
}
// Overloading Function for sorting Object (for sorting ALL object detected)
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void ObjectSort(Object object[], int find_num, int sort_by)
{
   // Use Insertion Sort algorithm
   int i,j;
   Object index;
 if(find_num != 0)
      switch(sort_by)
      {
         case 1: // sort by CenterDistance
            for(i = 1; i < find_num; ++i)
            {
               index = object[i];
               for(j = i; j > 0 && object[j-1].GetCenterDistance() > 
index.GetCenterDistance(); j--)
                  object[j] = object[j-1];
               object[j] = index;
            }
         break;
         case 2: // sort by CenterX
            for(i = 1; i < find_num; ++i)
            {
               index = object[i];
               for(j = i; j > 0 && object[j-1].GetCenterX() < index.GetCenterX();
j--)
                  object[j] = object[j-1];
               object[j] = index;
            }
         break;
         case 3: // sort by StartDegree
            for(i = 1; i < find_num; ++i)
            {
               index = object[i];
               for(j = i; j > 0 && object[j-1].GetStartDegree() > 
index.GetStartDegree(); j--)
               object[j] = object[j-1];
               object[j] = index;
            }
         break;
        }
}
// Overloading Function for sorting Object_Param (for sorting landmarks)
void ObjectSort(Object_Param object[], int find_num, int sort_by)
{
   // Use Insertion Sort algorithm
   int i,j;
   Object_Param index;
 if(find_num != 0)
      switch(sort_by)
      {
         case 1: // sort by CenterDistance
            for(i = 1; i < find_num; ++i)
            {
               index = object[i];
               for(j = i; j > 0 && object[j-1].CenterDistance > 
index.CenterDistance; j--)
                  object[j] = object[j-1];
               object[j] = index;
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            }
         break;
         case 2: // sort by CenterX
            for(i = 1; i < find_num; ++i)
            {
               index = object[i];
               for(j = i; j > 0 && object[j-1].CenterX < index.CenterX; j--)
                  object[j] = object[j-1];
               object[j] = index;
            }
         break;
         case 3: // sort by StartDegree
            for(i = 1; i < find_num; ++i)
            {
               index = object[i];
               for(j = i; j > 0 && object[j-1].StartDegree > index.StartDegree; 
j--)
                  object[j] = object[j-1];
               object[j] = index;
            }
         break;
      }
}
COORD GetIntersect(int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2, int x3, int y3, int x4, int 
y4)
{
    COORD Intersect;
    double slope_A, slope_B;
    double C_A, C_B;
    if(x1 == x2)
        slope_A = pow(2,100);
    else
        slope_A = ((double)y2 - (double)y1) / ((double)x2 - (double)x1);
    if(x3 == x4)
        slope_B = pow(2,100);
    else
        slope_B = ((double)y4 - (double)y3) / ((double)x4 - (double)x3);
    C_A = ((double)y1 - slope_A * (double)x1);
    C_B = ((double)y3 - slope_B * (double)x3);
    if(slope_A == slope_B)
    {
        Intersect.X = 0;
        Intersect.Y = 0;
    }
    else
    {
        Intersect.X = (C_B - C_A) / (slope_A - slope_B);
        Intersect.Y = slope_A * (double)Intersect.X + C_A;
    }
    return Intersect;
}
COORD GetMidPoint(int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2)
{
   COORD MidPoint;
   MidPoint.X = (x1 + x2) / 2;
   MidPoint.Y = (y1 + y2) / 2;
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   return MidPoint;
}
int AreaOf(int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2, int x3, int y3)
{
   int Area;
   Area = abs((x1*y2 - x2*y1) + (x2*y3 - x3*y2) + (x3*y1 - x1*y3)) / 2;
   return Area;
}
void DrawFrontWheel(double alpha)
{
   double x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3, C, m, w, temp;
   for(int i = 1; i <= 2; i++)
   {
      if(i == 1)
         x1 = WCENTER - SCALE * 1130/2;
      else
         x1 = WCENTER + SCALE * 1130/2;
      y1 = HCENTER + SCALE * 1200;
      m = tan((90 - alpha) * radian_k);
      C = y1 - m * x1;
      w = SCALE * 500;
      x2 = x1 + w / (2 * sqrt(1 + m*m));
      y2 = m * x2 + C;
      x3 = x1 - w / (2 * sqrt(1 + m*m));
      y3 = m * x3 + C;
      for(int i = -SCALE*100; i <= SCALE*100; i++)
         DrawLine(x2+i, y2, x3+i, y3, RGB(50,50,50));
   }
}
COORD DrawTrailer(double theta1, double Phx)
{
   // theta1   ;  an angle between Tractor-Trailer
   // Phx      ;  X-coordinate of Hitching Point
   const double Phy = 3690; // 3690 = (LRF to FrontWheel + Wheel Base + lhy) = 
1200+1550+940, mm
   const double lt = 2110;  // length of trailer
   const double trail_width = 1370;
   COORD Pt;
   Pt.X = Phx + lt*sin(theta1);
   Pt.Y = Phy + lt*cos(theta1);
   for(int i = -SCALE*500 ; i <= SCALE*500; i++)
   {
      DrawLine(WCENTER + SCALE * (Phx+i), HCENTER + SCALE * (Phy+i),
               WCENTER + SCALE * ((Phx+i) + lt*sin(theta1)),
               HCENTER + SCALE * ((Phy+i) + lt*cos(theta1)),
               RGB(250,50,50));
      DrawLine(WCENTER + SCALE * ((Phx+i) + lt*sin(theta1) - 
(trail_width/2)*cos(theta1)),
               HCENTER + SCALE * ((Phy+i) + lt*cos(theta1) + 
(trail_width/2)*sin(theta1)),
               WCENTER + SCALE * ((Phx+i) + lt*sin(theta1) + 
(trail_width/2)*cos(theta1)),
               HCENTER + SCALE * ((Phy+i) + lt*cos(theta1) - 
(trail_width/2)*sin(theta1)),
               RGB(250,50,50));
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      DrawLine(WCENTER + SCALE * ((Phx+i) + lt*sin(theta1) - 
(trail_width/2)*cos(theta1)
                                    + 300*sin(theta1)),
               HCENTER + SCALE * ((Phy+i) + lt*cos(theta1) + 
(trail_width/2)*sin(theta1)
                                    + 300*cos(theta1)),
               WCENTER + SCALE * ((Phx+i) + lt*sin(theta1) - 
(trail_width/2)*cos(theta1)
                                    - 300*sin(theta1)),
               HCENTER + SCALE * ((Phy+i) + lt*cos(theta1) + 
(trail_width/2)*sin(theta1)
                                    - 300*cos(theta1)),
               RGB(50,50,50));
      DrawLine(WCENTER + SCALE * ((Phx+i) + lt*sin(theta1) + 
(trail_width/2)*cos(theta1)
                                    + 300*sin(theta1)),
               HCENTER + SCALE * ((Phy+i) + lt*cos(theta1) - 
(trail_width/2)*sin(theta1)
                                    + 300*cos(theta1)),
               WCENTER + SCALE * ((Phx+i) + lt*sin(theta1) + 
(trail_width/2)*cos(theta1)
                                    - 300*sin(theta1)),
               HCENTER + SCALE * ((Phy+i) + lt*cos(theta1) - 
(trail_width/2)*sin(theta1)
                                    - 300*cos(theta1)),
               RGB(50,50,50));
   }
   return Pt;
}
int Dist_Btw(int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2)
{
   int Dist;
   Dist = sqrt(pow(x1 - x2, 2) + pow(y1 - y2, 2));
   return Dist;
}
void DrawData(void)
{
   //Draw Scan Radius
   int ScanRadius_Gap_Multiplier;
   if(SCALE <= 0.02)
      ScanRadius_Gap_Multiplier = 40;     //  Resolution 4000 mm
   else if(SCALE <= 0.04)
      ScanRadius_Gap_Multiplier = 20;     //  Resolution 2000 mm
   else if(SCALE <= 0.07)
      ScanRadius_Gap_Multiplier = 10;     //  Resolution 1000 mm
   else if(SCALE <= 0.25)
      ScanRadius_Gap_Multiplier = 5;      //  Resolution 500 mm
   else
      ScanRadius_Gap_Multiplier = 1;      //  Resolution 100 mm
   for(int i = DCENTER - (DCENTER % int(HUNDRED_MM * ScanRadius_Gap_Multiplier));
i > 0; i-=int(HUNDRED_MM * ScanRadius_Gap_Multiplier))
   {
      DrawCircle(WCENTER, HCENTER, i, GREEN);
      DrawCircle(WCENTER, HCENTER, i-1, WHITE);
      char Radius[255];
      sprintf(Radius, "%d", i * 100 / int(HUNDRED_MM));
      DrawMessage(WCENTER, HCENTER - i, Radius, strlen(Radius), BLACK);
      /*DrawLine(WCENTER + i, 0, WCENTER + i, HEIGHT, GREEN);
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      DrawLine(WCENTER - i, 0, WCENTER - i, HEIGHT, GREEN);
      DrawLine(0, HCENTER - i, WIDTH, HCENTER - i, GREEN);*/
   }
   // Draw Axis
   DrawLine(0, HCENTER, WIDTH, HCENTER, RED);
   DrawLine(WCENTER, 0, WCENTER, HEIGHT, RED);
   DrawMessage(WCENTER - 50, 0, "Y,mm", 4, BLACK);
   DrawMessage(WIDTH - 50, HCENTER, "X,mm", 4, BLACK);
   //Render Unscanable area
 double UnScanableDegree = (-(-5.0) - Start_Step * Scan_Res) * radian_k;
 for(int i = WCENTER; i >= 0; i-=9)
 {
  double m = -1 * tan(UnScanableDegree);
  double y = m * ((double)i - WCENTER) + HCENTER;
  DrawLine(i, y, i, HEIGHT, BLUE);
 }
 for(int i = WCENTER; i <= WIDTH; i+=9)
 {
  double m = tan(UnScanableDegree);
  double y = m * ((double)i - WCENTER) + HCENTER;
  DrawLine(i, y, i, HEIGHT, BLUE);
 }
   // Draw Sensor Origin
   DrawRectangle(WCENTER - 10, HCENTER, 20,20, RGB(50,50,250));
   // Draw Tractor Model
   DrawRectangle(WCENTER - SCALE * 1130/2, HCENTER + SCALE * (1200-50), SCALE * 
1130, SCALE * 100, RGB(250,120,50));
   DrawRectangle(WCENTER - SCALE * 1230/2, HCENTER + SCALE * (1200+1550-50), 
SCALE * 1230, SCALE * 100, RGB(250,120,50));
   DrawRectangle(WCENTER - SCALE * 50, HCENTER + SCALE * 1200, SCALE * 100, SCALE
* 1550, RGB(250,120,50));
#ifndef READ_STR_DATA
   DrawRectangle(WCENTER - SCALE * 1130/2, HCENTER + SCALE * (1200-250), SCALE * 
180, SCALE * 500, RGB(50,50,50));
   DrawRectangle(WCENTER + SCALE * 1130/2, HCENTER + SCALE * (1200-250), -SCALE *
180, SCALE * 500, RGB(50,50,50));
#endif
   DrawRectangle(WCENTER - SCALE * 1230/2, HCENTER + SCALE * 2250, SCALE * 200, 
SCALE * 1000, RGB(50,50,50));
   DrawRectangle(WCENTER + SCALE * 1230/2, HCENTER + SCALE * 2250, -SCALE * 200, 
SCALE * 1000, RGB(50,50,50));
   // Draw Sliding Hitching Bar
   DrawRectangle(WCENTER - SCALE * 50, HCENTER + SCALE * (1200+1550-50), SCALE * 
100, SCALE * 940, RGB(50,120,250));
   DrawRectangle(WCENTER - SCALE * 2270/2, HCENTER + SCALE * (1200+1550+940-50), 
SCALE * 2270, SCALE * 100, RGB(50,120,250));
   COORD Relative_Trailer_Pos;
#ifndef READ_TRACTRAILANGLE_DATA
   // Draw Trailer Model
   Relative_Trailer_Pos = DrawTrailer(0.6, -300);
#endif
   if(mode == 0)   // Obtain and record data
   {
      // set array size for distance data and intensity(RSSI) data
      LMS_Dist_Data* dist_data = (LMS_Dist_Data*)malloc(sizeof(struct 
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LMS_Dist_Data) * state.scanstep_total);
      LMS_RSSI_Data* rssi_data = (LMS_RSSI_Data*)malloc(sizeof(struct 
LMS_RSSI_Data) * state.scanstep_total);
      // Gain data from Lasor Sensor
      LMS551.LMS_SingleRead(&state, dist_data, rssi_data);
      int* rec_dist_data = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int) * state.scanstep_total);
      int* rec_rssi_data = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int) * state.scanstep_total);
      // set array size for (x,y) coordinate calculated from distance data
      int* DataX = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int) * state.scanstep_total);
      int* DataY = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int) * state.scanstep_total);
      // input distance and intensity(RSSI) data from dist_data[i].dist and 
rssi_data[i].rssi
      for(int i = state.scanstep_first; i < state.scanstep_last; i++)
      {
         rec_dist_data[i] = dist_data[i].dist;
         rec_rssi_data[i] = rssi_data[i].rssi;
      }
      // Calculated (x,y) coordinate from distance data
      for(int i = state.scanstep_first; i < state.scanstep_last; i++)
      {
         double Degree = ((double)i * state.scan_angular_res + 175) * radian_k;
         DataX[i] = (-1 * SCALE * (double)rec_dist_data[i] * cos(Degree) + 
WCENTER);
         DataY[i] = (SCALE * (double)rec_dist_data[i] * sin(Degree) + HCENTER);
         // Draw scan line
         if (i % 5 == 0 && i > Start_Step + Ignore_Step && i < End_Step - 
Ignore_Step)
             DrawLine(WCENTER, HCENTER, DataX[i], DataY[i], YELLOW);
      }
      // Record LRF Data
      if(init_flag == 0)      // Start recording
      {
         fprintf(fpDist, "%d,%d,%d\n", state.scanstep_first, state.scanstep_last,
state.scanstep_total);
         Start_Rec_Time = timeGetTime();
         Rec_Time = 0;
         init_flag = 1;      // Now recording
      }
      else
      {
         Rec_Time = timeGetTime() - Start_Rec_Time;
      }
      fprintf(fpDist, "%ld, ,", Rec_Time);
      fprintf(fpRSSI, "%ld, ,", Rec_Time);
      for(int i = state.scanstep_first; i < state.scanstep_last; ++i)
      {
         fprintf(fpDist, " %ld,", rec_dist_data[i]);
         fprintf(fpRSSI, " %ld,", rec_rssi_data[i]);
      }
      fprintf(fpDist, "\n");
      fprintf(fpRSSI, "\n");
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      // Draw Objects
      const int ObjectMaxNum = 100;
      Object object_Total[ObjectMaxNum];
      Object_Param LndMrk[4];
      Object_Param Now_LndMrk[4];
      static Object_Param Prev_LndMrk[4];
      int LndMrkNum = 0;
      int Now_LndMrkNum = 0;
      static int Prev_LndMrkNum = 0;
      int find_num_Total = FindObjects(rec_dist_data, state.scanstep_first + 
Ignore_Step, state.scanstep_last - Ignore_Step, object_Total, ObjectMaxNum);
      for(int i = 0 ; i < find_num_Total ; i++)
      {
         int tempObjectX = SCALE * (double)object_Total[i].GetCenterX() + 
WCENTER;
         int tempObjectY = SCALE * (double)object_Total[i].GetCenterY() + 
HCENTER;
         int tempRadius = SCALE * (double)object_Total[i].GetRadius();
         DrawCircle(tempObjectX, tempObjectY, tempRadius, RED);
         DrawCircle(tempObjectX, tempObjectY, tempRadius - 2, WHITE);
      }
      // Sort object by object.GetCenterDistance
      ObjectSort(object_Total, find_num_Total, Sort_By_CenterDistance);
      // Point Nearest four Object
      if(find_num_Total >= Max_LndMrk)     // set the number of landmarks not 
greater than 4
         Now_LndMrkNum = Max_LndMrk;
      else
         Now_LndMrkNum = find_num_Total;
      for(int i = 0; i < Now_LndMrkNum; i++)
      {
         Now_LndMrk[i].CenterX = object_Total[i].GetCenterX();
         Now_LndMrk[i].CenterY = object_Total[i].GetCenterY();
         Now_LndMrk[i].CenterDistance = object_Total[i].GetCenterDistance();
         Now_LndMrk[i].StartDegree = object_Total[i].GetStartDegree();
         Now_LndMrk[i].Radius = object_Total[i].GetRadius();
      }
      ObjectSort(Now_LndMrk, Now_LndMrkNum, Sort_By_StartDegree);
#ifndef DEBUG
      TractorControl.DeadReckoning(FORWARD);
      TractorControl.SpeedCalc();
      char Speed[10];
      sprintf(Speed, "Velocity %3.3lf m/s", TractorControl.vr);
      DrawRectangle(WCENTER + 50, HCENTER + 75, 8 * strlen(Speed), 17, WHITE);
      DrawMessage(WCENTER + 50, HCENTER + 75, Speed, strlen(Speed), BLACK);
      // setting the threshold for checking previous landmarks
      if(TractorControl.vr * 1000 > 150)
         Prev_Now_Diff = TractorControl.vr * Prev_Now_k * 1000;
      else
         Prev_Now_Diff = Prev_Now_k * 150;
#endif
#ifdef NOT_USE_PREV_LNDMRKS
      for(int i = 0; i < Now_LndMrkNum; i++)
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      {
         LndMrk[i] = Now_LndMrk[i];
      }
      LndMrkNum = Now_LndMrkNum;
      if(LndMrkNum < 4)
      // set Radius value = 1 for NOT_USE_PREV_LNDMRKS
      for(int i = LndMrkNum; i < 4; i++)
      {
         LndMrk[i].CenterX = 0;
         LndMrk[i].CenterY = 0;
         LndMrk[i].CenterDistance = 0;
         LndMrk[i].StartDegree = 0;
         LndMrk[i].Radius = 1;
      }
#endif
#ifdef USE_PREV_LNDMRKS
      // Comparing Now_LndMrk with Prev_LndMrk
      if(Prev_Compare_flag == 0)             // for first set of scan data
      {
         for(int i = 0; i < Now_LndMrkNum; i++)
         {
            LndMrk[i] = Now_LndMrk[i];
         }
         LndMrkNum = Now_LndMrkNum;
         // Input zero-value into unuse LndMrk[i] array
         if(LndMrkNum < 4)
            // set Radius value = 0 for USE_PREV_LNDMRKS
            for(int i = LndMrkNum; i < 4; i++)
            {
               LndMrk[i].CenterX = 0;
               LndMrk[i].CenterY = 0;
               LndMrk[i].CenterDistance = 0;
               LndMrk[i].StartDegree = 0;
               LndMrk[i].Radius = 0;
            }
         // Set 0 to initial Prev_Lndmak
         for(int i = 0; i < Max_LndMrk; i++)
         {
            Prev_LndMrk[i].CenterX = 0;
            Prev_LndMrk[i].CenterY = 0;
            Prev_LndMrk[i].CenterDistance = 0;
            Prev_LndMrk[i].StartDegree = 0;
            Prev_LndMrk[i].Radius = 0;
         }
         Prev_Compare_flag = 1;
      }
      else
      {
         for(int i = 0; i < Prev_LndMrkNum; i++)
         {
            int tempPrevX = SCALE * Prev_LndMrk[i].CenterX + WCENTER;
            int tempPrevY = SCALE * Prev_LndMrk[i].CenterY + HCENTER;
            int tempRadius = SCALE * Prev_LndMrk[i].Radius;
            DrawCircle(tempPrevX, tempPrevY, tempRadius, BLUE);
            DrawCircle(tempPrevX, tempPrevY, tempRadius - 2, WHITE);
         }
         int k = 0;
         for(int i = 0; i < Now_LndMrkNum; i++)
            for(int j = 0; j < Prev_LndMrkNum; j++)
            {
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               if(Dist_Btw(Now_LndMrk[i].CenterX, Now_LndMrk[i].CenterY,
                           Prev_LndMrk[j].CenterX, Prev_LndMrk[j].CenterY) < 
Prev_Now_Diff &&
                           abs(Now_LndMrk[i].Radius - Prev_LndMrk[j].Radius) < 
Prev_Now_Rad)
               {
                  LndMrk[k] = Now_LndMrk[i];
                  k++;
               }
            }
         LndMrkNum = k;
         if(LndMrkNum < 4)
            for(int i = LndMrkNum; i < 4; i++)
            {
               LndMrk[i].CenterX = 0;
               LndMrk[i].CenterY = 0;
               LndMrk[i].CenterDistance = 0;
               LndMrk[i].StartDegree = 0;
               LndMrk[i].Radius = 0;
            }
      }
      // Set previous landmark
      for (int i = 0; i < Now_LndMrkNum; i++)
      {
         Prev_LndMrk[i] = Now_LndMrk[i];
      }
      Prev_LndMrkNum = Now_LndMrkNum;
#endif
      // Calculate centroid of covered area by 4 Landmarks and LRF
      COORD Disp_LndMrk[4], Mid_Ori_Lnd[4], Mid_Lnd_Lnd[3],
         CG[3], Disp_PointToGo, Real_PointToGo;
      // Calculate Point-to-go (whole area method)
      int Covered_Area = 1;   // set Covered_Area = 1 to prevent DIV by Zero 
Error
      int CG_X = 1;
      int CG_Y = 1;
      if(LndMrkNum >= 2) // Calculate Point-to-go if there are 2 landmarks or 
more
      {
         for(int i = 0; i < LndMrkNum; i++)  // input LndMrk[i]'s data & display 
covered area
         {
            Disp_LndMrk[i].X = SCALE * LndMrk[i].CenterX + WCENTER;
            Disp_LndMrk[i].Y = SCALE * LndMrk[i].CenterY + HCENTER;
            DrawLine(WCENTER, HCENTER, Disp_LndMrk[i].X, Disp_LndMrk[i].Y, 
MAGENTA);
            if(i != 0)
            {
               DrawLine(Disp_LndMrk[i].X, Disp_LndMrk[i].Y,
                        Disp_LndMrk[i-1].X, Disp_LndMrk[i-1].Y, MAGENTA);
            }
         }
         for(int i = 0; i < LndMrkNum; i++)  // calculate the centroid of covered
area
         {
            if(i == 0)
            {
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               Covered_Area += (WCENTER * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y -
                                 Disp_LndMrk[i].X * HCENTER);// - 1;
               CG_X += (WCENTER + Disp_LndMrk[i].X) *
                        (WCENTER * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y - Disp_LndMrk[i].X * 
HCENTER);// - 1;
               CG_Y += (HCENTER + Disp_LndMrk[i].Y) *
                        (WCENTER * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y - Disp_LndMrk[i].X * 
HCENTER);// - 1;
               Covered_Area += (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y -
                                 Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
               CG_X += (Disp_LndMrk[i].X + Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X) *
                        (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y -
                         Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
               CG_Y += (Disp_LndMrk[i].Y + Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y) *
                        (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y -
                         Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
            }
            if(i != 0 && i != LndMrkNum - 1)
            {
               Covered_Area += (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y -
                                 Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
               CG_X += (Disp_LndMrk[i].X + Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X) *
                        (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y -
                         Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
               CG_Y += (Disp_LndMrk[i].Y + Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y) *
                        (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y -
                         Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
            }
            if(i != 0 && i == LndMrkNum - 1)
            {
               Covered_Area += (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * HCENTER -
                                 WCENTER * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
               CG_X += (Disp_LndMrk[i].X + WCENTER) *
                        (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * HCENTER - WCENTER * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y)
- 1;
               CG_Y += (Disp_LndMrk[i].Y + HCENTER) *
                        (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * HCENTER - WCENTER * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y)
- 1;
               Covered_Area = abs(Covered_Area) / 2;
               if(Covered_Area == 0)
                  Covered_Area = 1;
               Disp_PointToGo.X = abs(CG_X) / (6 * Covered_Area);
               Disp_PointToGo.Y = abs(CG_Y) / (6 * Covered_Area);
               DrawCircle(Disp_PointToGo.X, Disp_PointToGo.Y, 4, RGB(200,0,200));
               DrawLine(WCENTER, HCENTER, Disp_PointToGo.X, Disp_PointToGo.Y, 
RGB(200,0,200));
               DrawLine(WCENTER+1, HCENTER, Disp_PointToGo.X, Disp_PointToGo.Y, 
RGB(200,0,200));
               DrawLine(WCENTER-1, HCENTER, Disp_PointToGo.X, Disp_PointToGo.Y, 
RGB(200,0,200));
               Real_PointToGo.X = (Disp_PointToGo.X - WCENTER) / SCALE;
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               Real_PointToGo.Y = (Disp_PointToGo.Y - HCENTER) / SCALE;
               Real_PointToGoDist = sqrt(Real_PointToGo.X * Real_PointToGo.X +
                                       Real_PointToGo.Y * Real_PointToGo.Y);
            }
         } // end of centroid calculation loop
      }
      // Draw Data (each scan step)
      for(int i = state.scanstep_first; i < state.scanstep_last; i++)
      {
         int rssi_color = 255 - rec_rssi_data[i];
         DrawCircle(DataX[i], DataY[i], 2, 
RGB(rssi_color,rssi_color,rssi_color));
         //DrawPoint(DataX[i], DataY[i], RGB(rssi_color,rssi_color,rssi_color));
      }
#ifdef USE_CONTROL_BY_LRF
      bool Running_Cond;
      // Check landmark pattern matching with stop pattern or not
      bool Stop_Cond = LndMrkNum == 4 &&
                        (Dist_Btw(LndMrk[0].CenterX, LndMrk[0].CenterY,
                                  LndMrk[1].CenterX, LndMrk[1].CenterY) < kmax * 
Stop_Threshold &&
                         Dist_Btw(LndMrk[0].CenterX, LndMrk[0].CenterY,
                                  LndMrk[1].CenterX, LndMrk[1].CenterY) > kmin * 
Stop_Threshold) &&
                        (Dist_Btw(LndMrk[2].CenterX, LndMrk[2].CenterY,
                                  LndMrk[3].CenterX, LndMrk[3].CenterY) < kmax * 
Stop_Threshold &&
                         Dist_Btw(LndMrk[2].CenterX, LndMrk[2].CenterY,
                                  LndMrk[3].CenterX, LndMrk[3].CenterY) > kmin * 
Stop_Threshold) &&
                        (Dist_Btw(LndMrk[0].CenterX, LndMrk[0].CenterY,
                                  LndMrk[0].CenterX, 0) < kmin * Stop_Threshold 
||
                         Dist_Btw(LndMrk[3].CenterX, LndMrk[3].CenterY,
                                  LndMrk[3].CenterX, 0) < kmin * Stop_Threshold);
      if(Stop_Cond && Stop_Pattern_flag == 0)    // tractor is running to 
Stop_Cond
      {
         Running_Cond = false;
         if (NeutralCount >= NeutralDefault)
         {
            Stop_Pattern_flag = 1;  // tractor is now running after stopped from 
Stop_Cond
            NeutralCount = 0;
         }
      }
      else
      {
         if(!Stop_Cond && Stop_Pattern_flag == 1)
         {
            Stop_Pattern_flag = 0;  // tractor will be stopped again if found 
Stop_Cond
         }
         switch(LndMrkNum)
         {
            case 4:
               Running_Cond = LndMrk[0].CenterDistance >= SafetyZone &&
                              LndMrk[1].CenterDistance >= SafetyZone &&
                              LndMrk[2].CenterDistance >= SafetyZone &&
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                              LndMrk[3].CenterDistance >= SafetyZone;
            break;
            case 3:
               Running_Cond = LndMrk[0].CenterDistance >= SafetyZone &&
                              LndMrk[1].CenterDistance >= SafetyZone &&
                              LndMrk[2].CenterDistance >= SafetyZone;
            break;
            case 2:
               Running_Cond = LndMrk[0].CenterDistance >= SafetyZone &&
                              LndMrk[1].CenterDistance >= SafetyZone;
            break;
            case 1:
               Running_Cond = false;
            break;
            case 0:
               Running_Cond = false;
            break;
         }
      }
      // Display Stop_Cond and Stop_Pattern_Flag
      char Stop_Cond_Str[30];
      sprintf(Stop_Cond_Str, "Stop Condition : %s", BoolToStr(Stop_Cond, true));
      DrawRectangle(250, HCENTER + 75, 8 * strlen(Stop_Cond_Str) , 17, WHITE);
      DrawMessage(250, HCENTER + 75, Stop_Cond_Str , strlen(Stop_Cond_Str), 
BLACK);
      char Stop_Pattern_Flag_Str[30];
      sprintf(Stop_Pattern_Flag_Str, "Stop Pattern Flag : %d", 
Stop_Pattern_flag);
      DrawRectangle(250, HCENTER + 95, 8 * strlen(Stop_Pattern_Flag_Str) , 17, 
WHITE);
      DrawMessage(250, HCENTER + 95, Stop_Pattern_Flag_Str , 
strlen(Stop_Pattern_Flag_Str), BLACK);
      char Neutral_Count_Str[30];
      sprintf(Neutral_Count_Str, "Neutral Count : %d", NeutralCount);
      DrawRectangle(250, HCENTER + 115, 8 * strlen(Neutral_Count_Str) , 17, 
WHITE);
      DrawMessage(250, HCENTER + 115, Neutral_Count_Str , 
strlen(Neutral_Count_Str), BLACK);
      // Start Steering Procedure
      double SteerInput = 0;
      if(Running_Cond)
      {
         //double SteerInput;
         TractorControl.Direction(FORWARD);
         TractorControl.Gear(FwdGear);
         if (Real_PointToGo.X > OffsetRange)
         {
            double tempSteerCal1 = 1.0 * 
atan2((double)Real_PointToGo.X,-(double)Real_PointToGo.Y); // 0.1 * 
((double)Real_PointToGo.X / (double)OffsetRange); //
            if(tempSteerCal1 > SteerLimit)
               TractorControl.SteerCal1 = SteerLimit;
            else
               TractorControl.SteerCal1 = tempSteerCal1;
            TractorControl.SteeringRead();
            TractorControl.Steering(RIGHT);
            SteerInput = RIGHT * TractorControl.SteerCal1 / radian_k;
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         }
         else if (Real_PointToGo.X < (-1 * OffsetRange))
         {
            double tempSteerCal1 = 1.0 * 
atan2(-(double)Real_PointToGo.X,-(double)Real_PointToGo.Y); // 0.1 * 
((double)Real_PointToGoX / (-1 * (double)OffsetRange)); //
            if(tempSteerCal1 > SteerLimit)
               TractorControl.SteerCal1 = SteerLimit;
            else
               TractorControl.SteerCal1 = tempSteerCal1;
            TractorControl.SteeringRead();
            TractorControl.Steering(LEFT);
            SteerInput = LEFT * TractorControl.SteerCal1 / radian_k;
         }
         else
         {
            TractorControl.SteerCal1 = 0.0;
            TractorControl.SteeringRead();
            TractorControl.Steering(LEFT);
            SteerInput = TractorControl.SteerCal1;
         }
         // Record Input and Measured Steering Angle
         fprintf(fpStr, "%ld, , %lf, %lf, , %3.3lf\n", Rec_Time, SteerInput, 
TractorControl.SteerMeas, TractorControl.vr);
         DrawFrontWheel(TractorControl.SteerMeas);
      }
      else
      {
         TractorControl.Gear(0);
         TractorControl.SteerCal1 = 0.0;
         TractorControl.SteeringRead();
         TractorControl.Steering(LEFT);
         SteerInput = TractorControl.SteerCal1;
         NeutralCount++;
         if (NeutralCount >= NeutralDefault + 20)
         {
           TractorControl.Stop();
           NeutralCount = 0;
         }
         fprintf(fpStr, "%ld, , %lf, %lf, , %3.3lf\n", Rec_Time, SteerInput, 
TractorControl.SteerMeas, TractorControl.vr);
         DrawFrontWheel(TractorControl.SteerMeas);
      }
#endif
#ifndef DEBUG
#ifndef USE_CONTROL_BY_LRF
      double SteerInput = 0;
      TractorControl.SteeringRead();
      fprintf(fpStr, "%ld, , %lf, %lf, , %3.3lf\n", Rec_Time, SteerInput, 
TractorControl.SteerMeas, TractorControl.vr);
      DrawFrontWheel(TractorControl.SteerMeas);
#endif
#endif
      // Record Landmark Data
      fprintf(fpLndMrk, "%ld, , %d, %d, %d, %d, , %d, %d, %d, %d, , %d, %d, %d, 
%d, , %d, %d, %d, %d, , %d, %d, %d\n",
             Rec_Time,
             LndMrk[3].CenterX, LndMrk[3].CenterY,
             LndMrk[3].CenterDistance, LndMrk[3].Radius,
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             LndMrk[2].CenterX, LndMrk[2].CenterY,
             LndMrk[2].CenterDistance, LndMrk[2].Radius,
             LndMrk[1].CenterX, LndMrk[1].CenterY,
             LndMrk[1].CenterDistance, LndMrk[1].Radius,
             LndMrk[0].CenterX, LndMrk[0].CenterY,
             LndMrk[0].CenterDistance, LndMrk[0].Radius,
             Real_PointToGo.X, Real_PointToGo.Y, Real_PointToGoDist);
#ifdef COLLECT_GYRO_DATA
      GyroData.GyroRead();
      char GyroRPY[255];
      if(GyroData.roll > 180) GyroData.roll = GyroData.roll - 360;
      if(GyroData.pitch > 180) GyroData.pitch = GyroData.pitch - 360;
      if(GyroData.G_yaw > 180) GyroData.G_yaw = GyroData.G_yaw - 360;
      sprintf(GyroRPY, "Roll %3.3lf, Pitch %3.3lf, Yaw %3.3lf",
         GyroData.roll, GyroData.pitch, GyroData.G_yaw);
      DrawRectangle(WCENTER + 50, HCENTER + 50, 8 * strlen(GyroRPY), 17, WHITE);
      DrawMessage(WCENTER + 50, HCENTER + 50, GyroRPY, strlen(GyroRPY), BLACK);
      fprintf(fpGyro, "%ld, , %3.3lf, %3.3lf, %3.3lf\n",
         Rec_Time, GyroData.roll, GyroData.pitch, GyroData.G_yaw);
#endif
#ifdef COLLECT_GPS_DATA
      GPSData.GPSRead();
      GPSData.CalcXY();
      char GPSPos[255];
      sprintf(GPSPos, "Lat %3.10lf, Lon %3.10lf", GPSData.Lat_theta, 
GPSData.Lon_gamma);
      DrawRectangle(WCENTER + 50, HCENTER + 25, 8 * strlen(GPSPos), 17, WHITE);
      DrawMessage(WCENTER + 50, HCENTER + 25, GPSPos, strlen(GPSPos), BLACK);
      fprintf(fpGPS, "%ld, , %3.15lf, %3.15lf, %3.3lf, , %d, %d, %2.1lf",
         Rec_Time, GPSData.Lat_theta, GPSData.Lon_gamma, GPSData.AHeight,
         GPSData.QualityInd, GPSData.NumSV , GPSData.HDOP);
      fprintf(fpGPS, ", , %2.3lf, %2.3lf, %2.3lf, , %2.3lf, %2.3lf, %2.3lf",
         GPSData.Err_Ellps_Maj, GPSData.Err_Ellps_Min, GPSData.Err_Ellps_Ori,
         GPSData.Lat_Std_Err, GPSData.Lon_Std_Err, GPSData.Hgh_Std_Err);
      fprintf(fpGPS, ", , %3.3lf, %3.3lf, %3.3lf",
         GPSData.PositionX, GPSData.PositionY, GPSData.PositionZ);
      fprintf(fpGPS, ", , %3.3lf\n", GPSData.MDirTrue);
#endif
#ifndef DEBUG
      // Control the Hitching point on Sliding Bar
      TractorControl.AbsEncRead();
      TractorControl.SlideBarRead();
      TractorControl.Hitch_Pnt_Lat = 850 * tan(TractorControl.SteerMeas * RAD);; 
 // .Hitch_Pnt_Lat value have to be calculate by some equa <- under construction
      TractorControl.SlideBarDrive();
      // Display Trailer
      Relative_Trailer_Pos = DrawTrailer(TractorControl.RadAbsAngle, 
TractorControl.Slide_Dist);
      // Record Hitch Point and Angle between Tractor-trailer
      fprintf(fpTrailer, "%ld, , %3.6lf, , %3.2lf, %3.2lf, , %d, %d\n",
               Rec_Time,
               TractorControl.RadAbsAngle,
               TractorControl.Hitch_Pnt_Lat,
               TractorControl.Slide_Dist,
               Relative_Trailer_Pos.X,
               -Relative_Trailer_Pos.Y);
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#endif
      } // end of if(mode == 0) code
      else if(mode == 2)  // Replay data
      {
#ifdef READ_STR_DATA
         //Draw Tractor Model : Front wheel
         double alpha, temp;
         fscanf(fpStr, "%ld, , %lf, %lf, , %lf\n", &temp, &temp, &alpha, &temp);
         DrawFrontWheel(alpha);
#endif
         double timeN, timeN_buff;
         static int* read_dist_data;
         static int* read_rssi_data;
         static int* DataX;
         static int* DataY;
         const int ObjectMaxNum = 100;
         Object object_Total[ObjectMaxNum];
         Object_Param LndMrk[4];
         Object_Param Now_LndMrk[4];
         Object_Param Prev_LndMrk[4];
         int LndMrkNum = 0;
         int Now_LndMrkNum = 0;
         static int Prev_LndMrkNum = 0;
         if(eof_flag == 0)
         {
            if(init_flag == 0)
            {
               // Allocate memory
               read_dist_data = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int) * Total_Step);
               read_rssi_data = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int) * Total_Step);
               DataX = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int) * Total_Step);
               DataY = (int*)malloc(sizeof(int) * Total_Step);
               init_flag = 1;
            }
            fscanf(fpDist, "%lf, ,", &timeN);
            fscanf(fpRSSI, "%lf, ,", &timeN_buff);
            fscanf(fpLndMrk, "%lf, ,", &timeN_buff);
            char chrTimeN[255];
            sprintf(chrTimeN, "%5.0lf msec", timeN);
            DrawRectangle(WCENTER - 150, HCENTER + 25, 8 * strlen(chrTimeN), 17, 
WHITE);
            DrawMessage(WCENTER - 150, HCENTER + 25, chrTimeN, strlen(chrTimeN), 
BLACK);
            // Read data to read_dist_data[i]
            for(int i = Start_Step; i < End_Step; i++)
            {
               fscanf(fpDist, " %d,", &read_dist_data[i]);
               fscanf(fpRSSI, " %d,", &read_rssi_data[i]);
               // Calculated (x,y) coordinate from distance data
               double Degree = ((double)i * Scan_Res + 175) * radian_k;
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               DataX[i] = (-1 * SCALE * (double)read_dist_data[i] * cos(Degree) +
WCENTER);
               DataY[i] = (SCALE * (double)read_dist_data[i] * sin(Degree) + 
HCENTER);
               // Draw scan line
               if (i % 5 == 0 && i > Start_Step + Ignore_Step && i < End_Step - 
Ignore_Step)
                  DrawLine(WCENTER, HCENTER, DataX[i], DataY[i], YELLOW);
            }
            // Draw Objects
            // Scope FindObjects()'s area to -85 to 85 deg,(step 200-880),
            //  for passed object filtering
            int find_num_Total = FindObjects(read_dist_data, Start_Step + 
Ignore_Step, End_Step - Ignore_Step, object_Total, ObjectMaxNum);
            for(int i = 0 ; i < find_num_Total ; i++)
            {
               int tempObjectX = SCALE * (double)object_Total[i].GetCenterX() + 
WCENTER;
               int tempObjectY = SCALE * (double)object_Total[i].GetCenterY() + 
HCENTER;
               int tempRadius = SCALE * (double)object_Total[i].GetRadius();
               DrawCircle(tempObjectX, tempObjectY, tempRadius, RED);
               DrawCircle(tempObjectX, tempObjectY, tempRadius - 2, WHITE);
            }
            // Sort object by object.GetCenterDistance;
            ObjectSort(object_Total, find_num_Total, Sort_By_CenterDistance);
            // Point Nearest Object
            // Polygons, (always include orrigin)
            if(find_num_Total >= Max_LndMrk)
               Now_LndMrkNum = Max_LndMrk;
            else
               Now_LndMrkNum = find_num_Total;
            for(int i = 0; i < Now_LndMrkNum; i++)
            {
               Now_LndMrk[i].CenterX = object_Total[i].GetCenterX();
               Now_LndMrk[i].CenterY = object_Total[i].GetCenterY();
               Now_LndMrk[i].CenterDistance = 
object_Total[i].GetCenterDistance();
               Now_LndMrk[i].StartDegree = object_Total[i].GetStartDegree();
               Now_LndMrk[i].Radius = object_Total[i].GetRadius();
            }
            ObjectSort(Now_LndMrk, Now_LndMrkNum, Sort_By_StartDegree);
            COORD Disp_LndMrk[4], Mid_Ori_Lnd[4], Mid_Lnd_Lnd[3],
               CG[3], Disp_PointToGo, Real_PointToGo;
#ifdef NOT_USE_PREV_LNDMRKS
            for(int i = 0; i < Max_LndMrk; i++)
            {
               fscanf(fpLndMrk, "%d, %d, %d, %d, ,",
                     &LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].CenterX,
                     &LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].CenterY,
                     &LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].CenterDistance,
                     &LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].Radius);
            }
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            fscanf(fpLndMrk, "%d, %d, %d",
                    &Real_PointToGo.X, &Real_PointToGo.Y, &Real_PointToGoDist);
            LndMrkNum = Now_LndMrkNum;
#endif
#ifdef USE_PREV_LNDMRKS
            // in Replay mode, just use the data from LndMrkData_xxxx log files
            LndMrkNum = Max_LndMrk;
            for(int i = 0; i < Max_LndMrk; i++)
            {
                fscanf(fpLndMrk, "%d, %d, %d, %d, ,",
                        &LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].CenterX,
                        &LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].CenterY,
                        &LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].CenterDistance,
                        &LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].Radius);
                if((LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].CenterX == 0 &&
                    LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].CenterY == 0 &&
                    LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].CenterDistance == 0 &&
                    LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].Radius == 0) || (
                        LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].CenterX > 10000 ||
                        LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].CenterY > 10000 ||
                        LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].CenterDistance > 10000 ||
                        LndMrk[Max_LndMrk - i - 1].Radius > 10000))
                {
                    LndMrkNum--;
                }
            }
            fscanf(fpLndMrk, "%d, %d, %d",
                     &Real_PointToGo.X, &Real_PointToGo.Y, &Real_PointToGoDist);
            if(Prev_Compare_flag == 0)
            {
               Prev_Compare_flag = 1;
            }
            else
            {
               for(int i = 0; i < Prev_LndMrkNum; i++)
               {
                  int tempPrevX = SCALE * Prev_LndMrk[i].CenterX + WCENTER;
                  int tempPrevY = SCALE * Prev_LndMrk[i].CenterY + HCENTER;
                  int tempRadius = SCALE * Prev_LndMrk[i].Radius;
                  DrawCircle(tempPrevX, tempPrevY, tempRadius, BLUE);
                  DrawCircle(tempPrevX, tempPrevY, tempRadius - 2, WHITE);
               }
            }
            // Set previous landmark
            for (int i = 0; i < Now_LndMrkNum; i++)
            {
               Prev_LndMrk[i] = Now_LndMrk[i];
            }
            if(feof(fpDist) == 0)
               Prev_LndMrkNum = Now_LndMrkNum;
#endif
            // Draw Point-to-go from LndMrk_Data
            int Covered_Area = 1;
            int CG_X = 1;
            int CG_Y = 1;
            for(int i = 0; i < LndMrkNum; i++)
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            {
               Disp_LndMrk[i].X = SCALE * LndMrk[i].CenterX + WCENTER;
               Disp_LndMrk[i].Y = SCALE * LndMrk[i].CenterY + HCENTER;
               DrawLine(WCENTER, HCENTER, Disp_LndMrk[i].X, Disp_LndMrk[i].Y, 
MAGENTA);
               if(i != 0)
               {
                  DrawLine(Disp_LndMrk[i].X, Disp_LndMrk[i].Y,
                           Disp_LndMrk[i-1].X, Disp_LndMrk[i-1].Y, MAGENTA);
               }
            }
            Disp_PointToGo.X = SCALE*Real_PointToGo.X + WCENTER;
            Disp_PointToGo.Y = SCALE*Real_PointToGo.Y + HCENTER;
            DrawCircle(Disp_PointToGo.X, Disp_PointToGo.Y, 4, RGB(200,0,200));
            DrawLine(WCENTER, HCENTER, Disp_PointToGo.X, Disp_PointToGo.Y, 
RGB(200,0,200));
            DrawLine(WCENTER+1, HCENTER, Disp_PointToGo.X, Disp_PointToGo.Y, 
RGB(200,0,200));
            DrawLine(WCENTER-1, HCENTER, Disp_PointToGo.X, Disp_PointToGo.Y, 
RGB(200,0,200));
            /*
            // Calculate Point-to-go (whole area method)
            if(LndMrkNum >= 2)
            {
               for(int i = 0; i < LndMrkNum; i++)
               {
                  if(i == 0)
                  {
                     Covered_Area += (WCENTER * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y -
                                       Disp_LndMrk[i].X * HCENTER);// - 1;
                     CG_X += (WCENTER + Disp_LndMrk[i].X) *
                              (WCENTER * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y - Disp_LndMrk[i].X * 
HCENTER);// - 1;
                     CG_Y += (HCENTER + Disp_LndMrk[i].Y) *
                              (WCENTER * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y - Disp_LndMrk[i].X * 
HCENTER);// - 1;
                     Covered_Area += (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y -
                                       Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
                     CG_X += (Disp_LndMrk[i].X + Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X) *
                              (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y -
                               Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
                     CG_Y += (Disp_LndMrk[i].Y + Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y) *
                              (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y -
                               Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
                  }
                  if(i != 0 && i != LndMrkNum - 1)
                  {
                     Covered_Area += (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y -
                                       Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
                     CG_X += (Disp_LndMrk[i].X + Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X) *
                              (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y -
                               Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
                     CG_Y += (Disp_LndMrk[i].Y + Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y) *
                              (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * Disp_LndMrk[i+1].Y -
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                               Disp_LndMrk[i+1].X * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
                  }
                  if(i != 0 && i == LndMrkNum - 1)
                  {
                     Covered_Area += (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * HCENTER -
                                       WCENTER * Disp_LndMrk[i].Y);
                     CG_X += (Disp_LndMrk[i].X + WCENTER) *
                              (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * HCENTER - WCENTER * 
Disp_LndMrk[i].Y) - 1;
                     CG_Y += (Disp_LndMrk[i].Y + HCENTER) *
                              (Disp_LndMrk[i].X * HCENTER - WCENTER * 
Disp_LndMrk[i].Y) - 1;
                     Covered_Area = abs(Covered_Area) / 2;
                     Disp_PointToGo.X = abs(CG_X) / (6 * Covered_Area);
                     Disp_PointToGo.Y = abs(CG_Y) / (6 * Covered_Area);
                     DrawCircle(Disp_PointToGo.X, Disp_PointToGo.Y, 4, 
RGB(200,0,200));
                     DrawLine(WCENTER, HCENTER, Disp_PointToGo.X, 
Disp_PointToGo.Y, RGB(200,0,200));
                     DrawLine(WCENTER+1, HCENTER, Disp_PointToGo.X, 
Disp_PointToGo.Y, RGB(200,0,200));
                     DrawLine(WCENTER-1, HCENTER, Disp_PointToGo.X, 
Disp_PointToGo.Y, RGB(200,0,200));
                  }
               } // end of Point to go Calculation
            }
            */
            // Draw data (each step)
            for(int i = Start_Step; i < End_Step; i++)
            {
               int rssi_color = 255 - read_rssi_data[i];
               DrawCircle(DataX[i], DataY[i], 2, RGB(rssi_color, rssi_color, 
rssi_color));
               //DrawPoint(DataX[i], DataY[i], RGB(rssi_color, rssi_color, 
rssi_color));
            }
#ifdef READ_TRACTRAILANGLE_DATA
            // Read Trailer_Data **UNDERCONSTRUCTION**
            double read_TracTrailAngle,
                     read_CalcHitchX, read_MeasHitchX,
                     read_RelTrailPosX, read_RelTrailPosY;
            fscanf(fpTrailer, "%ld, , %lf, , %lf, %lf, , %d, %d\n",
               &Rec_Time,
               &read_TracTrailAngle,
               &read_CalcHitchX, &read_MeasHitchX,
               &read_RelTrailPosX, &read_RelTrailPosY);
            Relative_Trailer_Pos = DrawTrailer(read_TracTrailAngle, 
read_MeasHitchX);
            char read_TracTrailAngle_Str[30];
            sprintf(read_TracTrailAngle_Str, "Tractor-Trailer Angle : %lf", 
read_TracTrailAngle / radian_k);
            DrawRectangle(250, HCENTER + 135, 8 * 
strlen(read_TracTrailAngle_Str), 17, WHITE);
            DrawMessage(250, HCENTER + 135, read_TracTrailAngle_Str, 
strlen(read_TracTrailAngle_Str), BLACK);
#endif
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            // showing Stop_Cond in mode=2 (replay mode)
            bool Stop_Cond = LndMrkNum == 4 &&
                        Dist_Btw(LndMrk[0].CenterX, LndMrk[0].CenterY,
                                 LndMrk[1].CenterX, LndMrk[1].CenterY) < 
Stop_Threshold &&
                        Dist_Btw(LndMrk[2].CenterX, LndMrk[2].CenterY,
                                 LndMrk[3].CenterX, LndMrk[3].CenterY) < 
Stop_Threshold &&
                        (Dist_Btw(LndMrk[0].CenterX, LndMrk[0].CenterY,
                                  LndMrk[0].CenterX, 0) < 0.7 * Stop_Threshold ||
                         Dist_Btw(LndMrk[3].CenterX, LndMrk[3].CenterY,
                                  LndMrk[3].CenterX, 0) < 0.7 * Stop_Threshold);
            if(Stop_Cond && Stop_Pattern_flag == 0)    // tractor is running to 
Stop_Cond
            {
               if (NeutralCount >= NeutralDefault)
               {
                  Stop_Pattern_flag = 1;  // tractor is now running after stopped
from Stop_Cond
                  NeutralCount = 0;
               }
            }
            else
            {
               if(!Stop_Cond && Stop_Pattern_flag == 1)
               {
                  Stop_Pattern_flag = 0;  // tractor will be stopped again if 
found Stop_Cond
               }
            }
            // Display Stop_Cond and Stop_Pattern_Flag
            char Stop_Cond_Str[30];
            sprintf(Stop_Cond_Str, "Stop Condition : %s", BoolToStr(Stop_Cond, 
true));
            DrawRectangle(250, HCENTER + 75, 8 * strlen(Stop_Cond_Str) , 17, 
WHITE);
            DrawMessage(250, HCENTER + 75, Stop_Cond_Str , strlen(Stop_Cond_Str),
BLACK);
            char Stop_Pattern_Flag_Str[30];
            sprintf(Stop_Pattern_Flag_Str, "Stop Pattern Flag : %d", 
Stop_Pattern_flag);
            DrawRectangle(250, HCENTER + 95, 8 * strlen(Stop_Pattern_Flag_Str) , 
17, WHITE);
            DrawMessage(250, HCENTER + 95, Stop_Pattern_Flag_Str , 
strlen(Stop_Pattern_Flag_Str), BLACK);
            char Neutral_Count_Str[30];
            sprintf(Neutral_Count_Str, "Neutral Count : %d", NeutralCount);
            DrawRectangle(250, HCENTER + 115, 8 * strlen(Neutral_Count_Str) , 17,
WHITE);
            DrawMessage(250, HCENTER + 115, Neutral_Count_Str , 
strlen(Neutral_Count_Str), BLACK);
#ifdef COLLECT_GYRO_DATA
            double read_roll, read_pitch, read_G_yaw;
            fscanf(fpGyro, "%ld, ,%lf,%lf,%lf\n", &Rec_Time, &read_roll, 
&read_pitch, &read_G_yaw);
            char GyroRPY[255];
            if(read_roll > 180) read_roll = read_roll - 360;
            if(read_pitch > 180) read_pitch = read_pitch - 360;
            if(read_G_yaw > 180) read_G_yaw = read_G_yaw - 360;
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            sprintf(GyroRPY, "Roll %3.3lf, Pitch %3.3lf, Yaw %3.3lf", read_roll, 
read_pitch, read_G_yaw);
            DrawRectangle(WCENTER + 50, HCENTER + 50, 8 * strlen(GyroRPY), 17, 
WHITE);
            DrawMessage(WCENTER + 50, HCENTER + 50, GyroRPY, strlen(GyroRPY), 
BLACK);
#endif
#ifdef COLLECT_GPS_DATA
            double read_Lat, read_Lon, read_AHi,
                    read_QualityInd, read_NumSV, read_HDOP,
                    read_Err_Ellps_Maj, read_Err_Ellps_Min, read_Err_Ellps_Ori,
                    read_Lat_Std_Err, read_Lon_Std_Err, read_Hgh_Std_Err,
                    read_PosX, read_PosY, read_PosZ, read_HDT;
            fscanf(fpGPS, "%ld, , %lf, %lf, %lf, , %d, %d, %lf, , %lf, %lf, %lf, 
, %lf, %lf, %lf, , %lf, %lf, %lf, ,%lf\n",
                &Rec_Time, &read_Lat, &read_Lon, &read_AHi,
                &read_QualityInd, &read_NumSV, &read_HDOP,
                &read_Err_Ellps_Maj, &read_Err_Ellps_Min, &read_Err_Ellps_Ori,
                &read_Lat_Std_Err, &read_Lon_Std_Err, &read_Hgh_Std_Err,
                &read_PosX, &read_PosY, &read_PosZ, &read_HDT);
            char GPSPos[255];
            sprintf(GPSPos, "Lat %3.10lf, Lon %3.10lf", read_Lat, read_Lon);
            DrawRectangle(WCENTER +50, HCENTER + 25, 8 * strlen(GPSPos), 17, 
WHITE);
            DrawMessage(WCENTER + 50, HCENTER + 25, GPSPos, strlen(GPSPos), 
BLACK);
#endif
         } // end of if(eof_flag == 0)
         if(feof(fpDist) == 0)       // still not end-of-file -> return zero
         {
            Sleep(0.95 * (timeN - timeP));
            timeP = timeN;
            return;
         }
         else
         {
            eof_flag = 1;
            if(mem_release_flag == 0)
            {
                // Release memory : read_dist_data
                free(read_dist_data);
                mem_release_flag = 1;
            }
         }
      }// end of else if(mode == 2) code
} // end of void DrawData()
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------
#pragma package(smart_init)
#pragma resource "*.dfm"
TForm1 *Form1;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------
__fastcall TForm1::TForm1(TComponent* Owner)
    : TForm(Owner)
{
}
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------
void __fastcall TForm1::btnRecordClick(TObject *Sender)
{
   mode = 0;
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   // Sensor initialize
   LMS551.LaserOpenComPort();
   LMS551.LMS_ReadState(&state);
   Start_Step = state.scanstep_first;
   End_Step = state.scanstep_last;
   Scan_Res = state.scan_angular_res;
   Total_Step = state.scanstep_total;
   // Create data file
   SYSTEMTIME st;
   GetSystemTime(&st);
   char output_file[] = "Data_YYYY_MM_DD_HH_mm_ss_msc.csv";
   sprintf(output_file, "Data_%04d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%03d.csv", st.wYear,
     st.wMonth, st.wDay, st.wHour + 9, st.wMinute, st.wSecond, st.wMilliseconds);
   fpDist = fopen(output_file, "w");
   char LndMrk_output_file[] = "LndMrkData_YYYY_MM_DD_HH_mm_ss_msc.csv";
   sprintf(LndMrk_output_file, 
"LndMrkData_%04d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%03d.csv", st.wYear,
     st.wMonth, st.wDay, st.wHour + 9, st.wMinute, st.wSecond, st.wMilliseconds);
   fpLndMrk = fopen(LndMrk_output_file, "w");
   char RSSI_output_file[] = "RSSIData_YYYY_MM_DD_HH_mm_ss_msc.csv";
   sprintf(RSSI_output_file, "RSSIData_%04d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%03d.csv", 
st.wYear,
     st.wMonth, st.wDay, st.wHour + 9, st.wMinute, st.wSecond, st.wMilliseconds);
   fpRSSI = fopen(RSSI_output_file, "w");
#ifdef COLLECT_GYRO_DATA
   char Gyro_output_file[] = "GyroData_YYYY_MM_DD_HH_mm_ss_msc.csv";
   sprintf(Gyro_output_file, "GyroData_%04d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%03d.csv", 
st.wYear,
     st.wMonth, st.wDay, st.wHour + 9, st.wMinute, st.wSecond, st.wMilliseconds);
   fpGyro = fopen(Gyro_output_file, "w");
#endif
#ifdef COLLECT_GPS_DATA
   char GPS_output_file[] = "GPSData_YYYY_MM_DD_HH_mm_ss_msc.csv";
   sprintf(GPS_output_file, "GPSData_%04d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%03d.csv", 
st.wYear,
     st.wMonth, st.wDay, st.wHour + 9, st.wMinute, st.wSecond, st.wMilliseconds);
   fpGPS = fopen(GPS_output_file, "w");
#endif
//#ifdef USE_CONTROL_BY_LRF
   char Str_output_file[] = "StrData_YYYY_MM_DD_HH_mm_ss_msc.csv";
   sprintf(Str_output_file, "StrData_%04d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%03d.csv", 
st.wYear,
     st.wMonth, st.wDay, st.wHour + 9, st.wMinute, st.wSecond, st.wMilliseconds);
   fpStr = fopen(Str_output_file, "w");
//#endif
   char Trailer_output_file[] = "TrailerData_YYYY_MM_DD_HH_mm_ss_msc.csv";
   sprintf(Trailer_output_file, 
"TrailerData_%04d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%02d_%03d.csv", st.wYear,
     st.wMonth, st.wDay, st.wHour + 9, st.wMinute, st.wSecond, st.wMilliseconds);
   fpTrailer = fopen(Trailer_output_file, "w");
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   // Windows initialize
   InitWindow("Recording data from Lasor Range Finder", WIDTH, HEIGHT);
   SetDrawFunction(DrawData);
   RunProcess();
   fclose(fpDist);
   fclose(fpLndMrk);
   fclose(fpRSSI);
#ifdef COLLECT_GYRO_DATA
   fclose(fpGyro);
#endif
#ifdef COLLECT_GPS_DATA
   fclose(fpGPS);
#endif
   fclose(fpStr);
   fclose(fpTrailer);
#ifdef USE_CONTROL_BY_LRF
   TractorControl.InitDio();
   TractorControl.BoardClose();
#endif
   LMS551.LaserCloseComPort();
   btnRecord->Enabled = false;
   btnReplay->Enabled = false;
}
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------
void __fastcall TForm1::btnReplayClick(TObject *Sender)
{
   mode = 2;
   char read_file[] = "Data_2013_10_31_10_19_52_625.csv";
   fpDist = fopen(read_file, "r");
   fscanf(fpDist, "%d,%d,%d\n", &Start_Step, &End_Step, &Total_Step);
   Scan_Res = 0.25;    // this value can be obtained from LMS_ReadState under 
recode mode
   char RSSI_read_file[40] = "RSSI";
   strcat(RSSI_read_file, read_file);
   fpRSSI = fopen(RSSI_read_file, "r");
   char LndMrk_read_file[40] = "LndMrk";
   strcat(LndMrk_read_file, read_file);
   fpLndMrk = fopen(LndMrk_read_file, "r");
#ifdef READ_STR_DATA
   char Str_read_file[40] = "Str";
   strcat(Str_read_file, read_file);
   fpStr = fopen(Str_read_file, "r");
#endif
#ifdef READ_TRACTRAILANGLE_DATA
   char Trailer_read_file[40] = "Trailer";
   strcat(Trailer_read_file, read_file);
   fpTrailer = fopen(Trailer_read_file, "r");
#endif
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#ifdef COLLECT_GYRO_DATA
   char Gyro_read_file[40] = "Gyro";
   strcat(Gyro_read_file, read_file);
   fpGyro = fopen(Gyro_read_file, "r");
#endif
#ifdef COLLECT_GPS_DATA
   char GPS_read_file[40] = "GPS";
   strcat(GPS_read_file, read_file);
   fpGPS = fopen(GPS_read_file, "r");
#endif
   char WindowsName[] = "Replay data from file : 
Data_YYYY_MM_DD_HH_mm_ss_msc.csv";
   sprintf(WindowsName, "Replay data from file : %s", read_file);
   InitWindow(WindowsName, WIDTH, HEIGHT);
   Sleep(5000);
   //fpStr = fopen("Steering Test.csv", "w");    //debugging steering angle
   SetDrawFunction(DrawData);
   RunProcess();
   fclose(fpDist);
   fclose(fpRSSI);
   fclose(fpLndMrk);
   fclose(fpStr);
   fclose(fpTrailer);
   
#ifdef COLLECT_GYRO_DATA
   fclose(fpGyro);
#endif
#ifdef COLLECT_GPS_DATA
   fclose(fpGPS);
#endif
   btnRecord->Enabled = false;
   btnReplay->Enabled = false;
}
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------
void __fastcall TForm1::btnSteeringSetClick(TObject *Sender)
{
#ifdef USE_CONTROL_BY_LRF
   TractorControl.SteeringSet();
   btnSteeringSet->Enabled = false;
#endif
}
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------
void __fastcall TForm1::btnBoardCloseClick(TObject *Sender)
{
#ifdef USE_CONTROL_BY_LRF
   TractorControl.InitDio();
   TractorControl.BoardClose();
   btnBoardClose->Enabled = false;
#endif    
}
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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